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A word about your student handbook ...
The University of South Florida is a university with five campuses in
Tampa, St. Petersburg, Sarasota, Fort Myers and Lakeland. The Tampa
campus publishes a university-wide handbook, A Handbook for Students, that
covers information for all USF students. In addition each campus publishes
its own handbook. The handbook that you are now reading, the St. Petersburg Campus Student Handbook, is published with specific information for
students on the St. Petersburg campus.
This Student Handbook is designed to:
• offer you a short "tour" of USF St. Petersburg;
• introduce you to the staff, faculty and students who
stand ready to assist you in every way;
• acquaint you with the campus services available to you
and the programs and activities that await your
participation
• give you a brief overview of USF St. Petersburg's
student, academic and administrative policies;
• provide you with answers to questions that most commonly arise as students engage in curricular and extracurricular activities at USF St. Petersburg.
The Student Handbook is, by definition, exactly that: a book capable of
being conveniently carried as a ready reference. It should be used in conjunction with - not as a substitute for - the USF catalog. A careful reading
of and periodic referral to both the Handbook and the USF catalog should
minimize any confusion or misunderstanding you may encounter. It
should also help you to realize your expectations and get the most out of
campus life at USF St. Petersburg both in and out of the classroom.
If you have questions or concerns that are not addressed in this Handbook, call or stop by the Office of the Director of Student Affairs (893-9162,
DAV-118) or please consult the university-wide student handbook, A
Handbook for Students. If the answer is not at our fingertips, we will find the
answer for you or point you in the right direction.
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Dear USF St. Petersburg Students:
Welcome to the University of South Florida (USF) at St. Petersburg, one of USF' s five campuses and the first regional campus to be
established in Florida. From its modest beginnings 30 years ago in the
wood-framed original buildings, once a Merchant Marine training base
that now houses one of the nation's finest marine science programs, USF
St. Petersburg has evolved into what you see before you today - a
beautiful campus on one of the country's loveliest waterfronts.
You are one of some 3,200 students currently attending USF St. Petersburg, a campus characterized by a friendly, intimate atmosphere and combined with the major advantages and resources of a large metropolitan
university.
The majority of our students, more than half of whom are female, fall
between the ages of 20 and 39. Most of you are self-supporting, and many
work full time. A significant percentage support from one to four or more
dependents in addition to yourselves, and approximately 25 percent of you
support your dependents without the assistance of a spouse.
While students have numerous commitments off-campus, USF St.
Petersburg enjoys an unusu ally strong student involvement and proactive
participation in virtually every facet of campus life. It is this involvement
and participation that has guided and influenced USF St. Petersburg's ongoing endeavor to respond to the needs and interests of our wide diversity of
students. We encourage you to make your needs and interests known as
well - and to help to guide and influence our direction through your
involvement and participation in USF St. Petersburg's many curricular and
extra-curricular programs and activities.
We will be celebratin g our 30th Birthday this year, and we hope that
you will participate in some of the festivities planned.

Welcome to USF St. Petersburg. This campus has a Jot to offer you, not
only in terms of a quality education in the traditional sense, but leadership
development, recreation and the opportunity to build lifelong friendships as
well.
USF St. Petersburg, located along Bayboro Harbor, allows students to
enjoy a scenic waterfront view in a quiet atmosphere conducive to study.
It is a place where you can get involved, interact with other students, and
receive that personal attention often missing on larger cam.puses. Still, the
resources of a major university are available to you.
Our campus has many outstanding qualities: a low student/faculty
ratio, scholarship opportunities, career counseling and recreational programs
and facilities such as a swimming pool, a watercraft program and a fitness
center with Nautilus and cardio-vascular equipment as well as a racquet ball
court. This is just some of what is available to you at USF St. Petersburg.
Also, there are approximately 20 student organizations available for
student participation. These organizations provide students with an opportunity to socialize, and to develop leadership skills which will be valuable in
the future . Often guest speakers are invited to talk at meetings, giving
students an opportunity to network with members of the business and
professional world.
A Student Activities Board is currently forming to give students more
input in the planning and implementation of activities on this campus. You
are invited and encouraged to participate.
Our campus offers something for everyone. If you wish to make an
immediate impact, you are invited to join our Student Government. This
organization is involved with student concerns as well as promoting campus
activities and community involvement.
Education at USF St. Petersburg is not limited to the classroom. I invite
you to participate in the student life on the St. Petersburg campus, and reap
the lifelong benefits this campus has to offer.
Sincerely,

Robert A. Schweickert, Jr.
Student Government President
USF St. Petersburg
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Elementary Education
Reading/Language Arts Emphasis, M
Counselor Education, M
English Education, B, M
Social Science Education, B
Behavior Disorders Education, B
Mental Retardation Education, B
Special Learning Disabilities Education, B
Teaching for All Children Program, B, M
Varying Exceptionalities, M

ACADEMIC PROGRAMS
USF St. Petersburg offers junior, senior and graduate level programs.
Most students enter at the junior level after earning 60 or more semester
hours of transferable credit. Our most popular programs are listed below.
(A bachelor's level degree is noted with a Band a master's level degree is
noted with an M.) Partial programs - in which many of the course requirements for a degree are offered - are noted with an asterisk. Doctoral level
work is offered in Marine Science.
ARTS AND SCIENCES
English, B, M*
Criminology, B, M*
Geography, B
Government and International Affairs, B
History, B, M*
Interdisciplinary Social Sciences, B
Liberal Arts, M
Marine Science, M, Ph.D.
Mass Communications, B*
Journalism Studies, M
Public Administration, M*
Psychology, B
Religious Studies, B*
Social Work, B*
Women's Studies, B*
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Accounting, B,
Accounting, 5-year for CPA Examination
Business Administration, MBA
Economics, B*
Finance, B
General Business Administration, B
Information Systems and Decision Sciences, B
Management, B
Marketing, B

NURSING
Nursing, B
The campus offers classes in many other areas than those listed. Call the
appropriate USF department for further details.

ACADEMIC ADVISORS
ARTS AND SCIENCES

GERRY DRELLER
COQ-200
By Appointment Only
PHONE: 893-9507

BUSINESS

BOB THOMPSON
DAV-233
Posted Hours and
By Appointment
PHONE: 893-9542

EDUCATION

CYNDIE COLLINS
DAV-201A
By Appointment Only
PHONE: 893-9155

NURSING

CHARLENE LONG
ONE-301
PHONE: 553-3130

EDUCATION
Early Childhood Education, B
Educational Leadership, M
General Elementary Education, B, M
Elementary Education
Math/Science Emphasis, M
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As a new student, you are required to see an academic advisor before.
you will be permitted to register. You are ~ncouraged to ~ave your tentative
schedules thereafter reviewed by your adv1sor to be certam you have selected the appropriate course(s). If you are a graduate student, you should
prepare your schedule in consultation with your major professor.
In addition to consulting with you about your schedule of classes, your
advisor will be happy to assist you with virtually any academic p roblem or
question you may encounter, including the following:

ACADEMIC CALENDAR
1995-1996
FALL SEMESTER 1995
March 1, Wednesday

June 5, Monday
•

confusion about the difficulty and levels of courses;

•

taking a course on a pass/fail (S/U) basis;

June 5, Monday

•

dropping a class;

August 28, Monday
September 1, Friday

•

withdrawing from school during a semester;

•

declaring or changing your major;

•

missing an academic calendar deadline;

•

receiving an "I" grade;

•

falling below a 2.0 GPA and being placed on academic
p robation, final academic probation, or academic
dismissal

September 1, Friday
September 1, Friday
September 1, Friday
September 4, Monday
September 8, Friday
September 22, Friday
September 25, Monday
October 4, Wednesday
October 7, Saturday
October 13, Friday

•

repeatin g a course in which you did poorly;

October 27, Friday

•
•

confusion about any academic policy or requirement.
taking a course at a community college or another
unversity;

November 10, Friday
November 23-24, Thurs-Fri
December 12, Tuesday
December 13-19, Wed-Tues
December 17, Sunday
December 18, Monday

10

Last day for international applicants to
apply for admission and submit all required
creden tials and documents
Last day for graduate and undergraduate
students to apply for admission
(except international applicants)
Former Student Returning
Application deadline
Classes Begin
Last day to withdraw/ drop and receive full
refund of registration fees
Last day to add courses
Last day for late registration
Last day to pay fees
Labor Day Holiday
CLAST Registration Deadline
Graduation Application Deadline
Rosh Hashanah
Yom Kippur
CLAST Administration Day
Honors Convocation (Classes
Canceled 2:00-5:00 p.m.)
Last day to drop or withdraw from courses
without Academic Penalty
Veteran's Day Holiday
Thanksgiving Holidays
Classes End
Final Examination Week
Commencement (Tampa)
Commencement (St. Petersburg)
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SUMMER TERM 1996 Session A
'
(First Six-Week Session)
SPRING SEMESTER 1996
August 1, Tuesday

October 23, Monday

October 23, Monday
January 8, Monday
January 12, Friday
January 12, Friday
January 12, Friday
Jan uary 12, Friday
January 15, Monday
January 19, Friday
February 2, Friday
February 17, Saturday
March 8, Friday
March 11-15, Mon-Fri
April 25, Thursday
April 26-May 2, Fri-Thurs
May 4, Saturday
May 5, Sunday (Tentati ve)

Last day for international applicants to
apply for admission and submit all required
credentials and supporting documents
Last day for graduate and undergraduate
students to ap ply for admission (except
international applicants)
Former Student Returning
Application Deadline
Classes Begin
Last day to withd raw I d rop and receive full
refund of registration fees
Last day to add courses
Last day for late registration
Last day to pay fees
Martin Luther King Holiday
CLAST Registration Dead line
Graduation Application Deadline
CLAST Administration Day
Last day to drop or withdraw from
courses without Academic Penalty
Spring Semester Break
Classes End
Final Examination Week
Commencement (Tampa)
Commencement (St. Petersburg)

January 2, Tuesday

March 4, Monday

March 4, Monday
May 3, Friday
May 13, Monday
May 17, Friday
May 17, Friday
May 27, Monday
May 31, Friday
June 1, Saturday
June 7, Friday
June 21, Friday
June 24-28, Mon-Fri
Augus t 10, Saturday

Session B (Second Six-Week Session)
January 2, Tuesday

March 4, Monday

March 4, Monday
June 7, Friday
July 1, Monday
July 4, Thursday
July 5, Friday
July 5, Friday
July 5, Friday
July 5, Friday
July 19, Friday
August 9, Friday
August 10, Saturday
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Last .d ar for international applicants to apply for
adm1ss1on and submit all required credentials
and supporting documents
Last day for graduate and undergraduate
~tudent~ to apply for admission (except
mternahonal applicants)
Former Student Returning Application Deadline
CLAST Registration Deadline
Classes Begin
Last day to withdraw I drop and receive fu ll
refund of registration fees
Last day for late registration, to add courses and
topay fees
Memorial Day Holiday
Last day to drop or withdraw from courses
without Academic Penalty
CLAST Administration Day
Graduation Application Deadline
Last day of classes
Summer Break between Session A and Session B
Summer Commencement (Tampa Only)

Last .dar for international applicants to apply for
adnuss10n and submit all required credentials
and supporting documents
Last day for graduate and undergraduate
~tudent~ to apply for admission(except
mternahonal applicants)
Former Student Returning Application Deadline
Graduation Application Deadline
Classes Begin
Independence Day Holiday
Last day to withdraw I drop and receive full
refund of registration fees
Last day to add courses
Last day for late registration
Last day to pay fees
Last day to drop or withd raw from courses
without Academic Penalty
Last day of classes
Summer Commencement (Tampa Only)
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USF ST. PETERSBURG

Session C (Ten-Week Session)
January 2, Tuesday

March 4, Monday

March 4, Monday
May 3, Friday
May 13, Monday
May 17, Friday
May 17, Friday
May 17, Friday
May 17, Friday
May 27, Monday
June 1, Saturday
June 7, Friday
June 21, Friday
July 4, Thursday
July 19, Friday
August 10, Saturday

Last day for international applicants to apply for
admission and submit all required credentials
and documents.
Last day for graduate and undergraduate
students to apply for admission (except for
international applicants)
Former Student Returning Application Deadline
CLAST Registration Deadline
Classes Begin
Last day to withdraw/ drop and receive full
refund of registration fees
Last day to add courses
Last day for late registration
Last day to pay fees
Memorial Day Holiday
CLAST Administration Day
Graduation Application Deadline
Last day to drop or withdraw from courses
without Academic Penalty
Independence Day Holiday
Last day of classes
Commencement (Tampa Campus Only)

140 SEVENTH A VENUE SOUTH
(813) 893- (+ 4 DIGITS)

SUNCOM 545 - (+ 4 DIGITS)
FAX (Library) 893-9610

TAMPA CAMPUS

SARASOTA CAMPUS

4202 E. Fowler Avenue
Tampa, FL 33620
(813) 974-201
SUNCOM 574-2011

5700 N . Tamiami Trail
Sarasota, FL 34243-2197
SUNCOM, 546- (+4 digits)

FORT MYERS CAMPUS

LAKELAND CENTER

College Parkway
Ft. Myers, FL 33919
(813) 432-5501
SUNCOM 731-5501

3433 Winter Lake Road
Lakeland, FL 33803
(813) 667-7000
SUNCOM 574-7000

CAMPUS EMERGENCY NUMBERS
FIRE.............................................. 9140
POLICE......................................... 9140
AMBULANCE ............................. 9140

~
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"Please don't be angry
or I 'll have to transfer
you again"

INTERCAMPUS DIALING INSTRUCTIONS
TAMPA. ............................
FT. MYERS .......................
LAKELAND .....................
SARASOTA. .....................
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70
78
77
72

+ 4 + 4 DIGIT STATION NO.
+ 7 + 4 DIGIT STATION NO.
+ 7 + 4 DIGIT STATION NO.
+2+4DIGITSTATIONNO.
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IMPORTANT CAMPUS CONTACTS
Listed below are some of the offices and departments you are most likely
to visit, department head names, and telephone numbers you are most likely
to need during your enrollment at USF St. Petersburg.

ACADEMIC ADVISORS
Arts and Sciences
Dr. Gerry DreHer
Business
Mr. Bob Thompson
Education
Ms. Cyndie Collins
Nursing
Dr. Charlene Long

DEAN'S OFFICE
Dr. H. W. Heller
Dr. Winston Bridges

Dean &Exec. Officer
Associate Dean

893-9151
893-9151

DAV-135
DAV-134A

Manager

PHONE

ROOM

DINING CENTER
Lynn DiVenuti

825-3709

COQ-102

893-9157
893-9154
893-9155
553-3130

COQ200A
DAV-233
DAV-201A
ONE-300

EDUCATION
Dr. Sonia Helton
Coord., Elementary ED 893-9537
Dr. Herb Karl Coord., Special ED
893-9535

DAV-205
DAV-204

FINANCIAL AID
Jennifer Clarke

Coordinator

893-9128

DAV-114

FITNESS CENTER
Sheri Beaudreau

Manager

893-9589

COQ107

ACTIVITIES and RECREATION
Asst. Dir. Stu. Affairs
Dr. Timothy Grimm
Activities Coordinator
Sudsy Tschiderer
Program Specialist
Valerie Prosser
Recreation Coordinator
Bob Linde
Fitness Specialist
Sheri Beaudreau
Margaret Swearingen Sr. Secretary

893-9562
893-9598
893-9599
893-9597
893-9589
893-9569

CAC-124
CAC-124
CAC-124
CAC-124
CAC-124
CAC-124

HEALTH and WELLNESS
Sandy Blood
Health Educator

893-9127

DAV-115

ADMISSIONS OFFICE
Ralph Campbell
Coordinator

893-9142

DAV-126

IMMUNIZATION CLINIC
Dr. Diane McKinstry
Director

893-9127

DAV-115

ARTS and SCIENCES
Program Coordinator
Dr. Darryl Paulson

893-9582

DAV-249

LIBRARY (Poynter Memorial)
Director
Dr. Lanny Greaves

893-9125

POY-118

BOOKSTORE
Gary Stetson

MAILROOM

893-9145

893-9172/9173 COQ-101

POR-106

Manager

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Program Coordinator
Dr. James Fellows
BUSINESS OFFICE
Betty Keistler
Kathleen Seastrum

893-9587

893-9106
893-9107

Manager
Cashier

CAMPUS ACTIVITIES CENTER (CAC)
Activities Coordinator 893-9598
Sudsy Tschiderer
CAREER DEVELOPMENT SERVICES
Coordinator
Amy Hopkins

893-9129

Chairperson

893-9628

MSL-102

NURSING
Dr. Charlene Long

Program Coordinator

553-3130

ONE-300

PARKING SERVICES
T.B.A.
Assist. Parking Dir.

893-9510

PSD

POLICE DEPARTMENT
Capt. Bob Siwik
Director

893-9140

PSD

PROJECT THRUST
Wayne E. Wilson

893-9108

DAV-109

RECREATION and WATERCRAFT
Bob Linde
Recreation Coordinator 893-9537

COQ-102

REGISTRAR
Ralph Campbell

DAV-126

DAV-223

DAV-125
DAV-129

CAC-124

DAV115

COMPUTER CENTER
Coordinator
Jim Cowan

893-9551

DAV-251

COUNSELING and CAREER CENTER
Director
Dr. Diane McKinstry
Counselor
Amy Hopkins
Sr. Health Educator
Sandy Blood

893-9129
893-9129
893-9129
893-9127

DAV-115
DAV-115
DAV-115
DAV-115
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MARINE SCIENCE
Dr. Peter Betzer

Counselor/ Advisor

Coordinator

893-9142
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CAMPUS POLICIES AND PROCEDURES

STUDENT ACTIVITIES OFFICE
Sudsy Tschiderer
Coordinator
Valerie Prosser
Program Specialist

893-9598
893-9599

STUDENT AFFAIRS OFFICE
Dr. Steve Ritch
Director
Gregg Fata
Administrative Asst.

893-9162
893-3413

STUDENT GOVERNMENT OFFICE
Bob Sch weickert
President

893-9144

SWIMMING POOL

893-9136

VETERANS AFFAIRS
Jennifer Clarke
Coordinator

893-9545

VICTIM'S ADVOCACY PROGRAM
Dr. Diane McKinstry Director

893-9129

.
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EQUAL OPPORTUNITY POLICY STATEMENT
FROM THE OFFICE OF PRESIDENT BETIY CASTOR,
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH FLORIDA
The University of South Florida is committed to the principles of Equal
Educational and Employment Opportunities withou t regard to race, color,
marital status, sex, religion, national origin, handicap or age as provided by
law and in accordance wi th the University's respect for personal dignity.
The University is also comm.itted to the employment and advancement of
qualified disabled veterans and Vietnam veterans. These principals are
applied in the conduct of University programs and activities, personnel and
student actions, and the provision of facilities and services.
The University's Equal Opportunih;/Affirmative Action Plan and its Educational Equity Plan set forth goals to achieve appropriate utilization and
treatment of minorities and women in the work force and student body.
Additionally, these plans ensure the inclusion of disabled persons and
Vietnam veterans.
. The ac~ievement of the University's affirmative action/ equal opportugoals IS the personal responsibility of each vice president, dean, director,
manager and supervisor. This responsibility is part of their job, and their
eff~rts and progress toward the achievement of these goals will be part of
!he~r overall job performance. I, as USF President, assume final responsibilIty or the accomplishment of equal opportunity obj'ectives. Therefore I
expect full
· and assistance from everyone associated with hiring
'
. cooperation
d eveIopmg and pro tin'
.
mo g personnel, and w1th responsibilities affecting '
tudents The com 't
sem
·
mi ment ·me1udes equal opportunity and treatment for
1oyees and applicant 'th
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compensation, benefits, layoff and
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personnel actions. For students and applicants for admission, equal opportunity and treatment are applicable to program and activity access, grading,
discipline and other student actions.

Inappropriate touching; the display of sexually explicit or suggestive materials; use of
sexually explicit or suggestive language or
gestures; and subtle pressure to engage in
sexual activity, or demands for sexual favors
or physical assault. Sexual harassment is a serious form of abuse.

To reaffirm the University's commitment, l have delegated the day-today management of equal opportunity affai~s to the_ Director of U~i~ersi~
Equal Opportunity Programs through the Vtce President for Admtmstratlve
Affairs. I personally review the program periodically to ensure positive
enforcement. Further, l endorse the letter and spirit of the University's Equ;
Opportunity j Affirmative Action Policy and encourage the cooperation of
It is incumbent upon each of us - faculty, staff and student - to supeach employee, s tudent and other University constituents in our efforts to port and adhere to conduct that is free of harassment. The Office of Equal
further the principles of equal opportunity. It is tl:e goa~ ~f the USF to creatopportunity Affairs is responsible for publicizing and implementing this
and maintain a work and study environment tl:at IS positive a~d free of
policy within the University th_roug~ publ~cation in the Educational Equity
unlawful discrimination. In order to help provtde such a~ e~v1~om:'en~, Plan, the Equal Opportunihj/Affirmative Actwn Plan, the Equal Opportunity
faculty, staff and students must be aware that unlawful ~1scn~natwn IS Handbook, the employee newspaper - Inside USF and the Oracle. The
unacceptable conduct that will not be tolerated at the Umverstty. Further, office is also responsible for disseminating a copy of the policy to all Univerthe University encourages the recognition of the diversity of its population sity employees. Each supervisor shall be responsible for setting a positive
and seeks to promote delivery systems, curricula, activities and programs example in his/her unit and for warning against and documenting in
that reflect this diversity at all levels of University life.
writing, if possible, any inappropriate behavior or conduct of subordinates as
soon as it is observed or made known. An incident of sexual harassment is
It shall be prohibited for any administrator, supervisor, or other em- to be treated as a serious offense for disciplinary purposes. This disciplinary
ployee to discriminate or to take any other retaliatory action against a~
action could range from oral reprimand to dismissal from the University.
individual who, in good faith, has opposed an alleged unlawful practice or
has made a charge, testified, assisted or participated in any manner in an
1f you believe you are the victim of sexual harassment and wish to explore
investigation or proceedings under the provisions of applicable law.
resolution within the University, you should take one or more of the following
actions within 180 days of the incident:
Any applicant, student, or employee who believes that he or she has no:
a. ta lk to the person whose actions you find offensive.
been treated in accordance w ith the University's Equal Educational and
b. talk to the administrative head of the department in which you are
Employment Opportunity Policy may fill a co~p.Jaint _wi th t~e ~irector of
employed or enrolled.
University Equal Opportunity Programs, Admtmstrahve Bmldmg, Room
with one of the student advocate organizations.
c.
consult
274.
d. contact the Office of Equal Opportunity Affairs, ADM 274,
974-4373.
POLICY ON SEXUAL HARASSMENT

FROM THE OFFICE OF PRESIDENT BETTY CASTOR,
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH FLORIDA

. The Office ~f Equal Opportunity Affairs is committed to assisting you
With the resolution of your complaint. However, should any resolution
Pursuant to Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, Title IX of the Educlc_ached by the EOA office be unsatisfactory, you may request that the
tion Amendment of 1972, the Florida Educational Equity Act, and in con- D1rector of University Equal Opportunity Programs conduct a redeterrninaformance with our policy of equal opportunity, it is USF's goal to create antion of the complain t decision.
maintain a work and study environment that is positive and free of discrim
If you prefer _to filea ~omplaint with an external agency, you may contact
nation. In order to help provide such an enviro~ment, ~ac~lt~, st~ff and .
students must be aware that sexual harassment IS sex dtscnmmatlon and Is>ne of t~e ~ollowmg w1thm 180 days (300 days under applicable law) followng the mCJdent:
unacceptable conduct that will not be tolerated at the University.
Sexual harassment is defined as conduct of a sexual nature or with
sexual implications, which interferes with an employee's or s~udent's ~tatu!
or performance by creating an intimidating, hostile, or off~nstve ~o.rkmg <J
educational environment. This conduct may include, but IS not hmtted to,
the following:
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a. ~.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (813) 228-2310
m Tampa.
b. Florida Commission on Human Relations (904) 488-7082 or
(1-800) 342-8170 in Tallahassee.
c. Office of Civil Rights, U.S. Department of Education
(404) 331-5938 in Atlanta.
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By all means, seek help as soon after the incident as possible.

a~dre~se.d ~ither by adrr:inistrative h~aring or by a full inquiry by a Univers1ty Disciphnary Committee. For adv1ce, consu lt the Director of Student

Because of the seriousness of this kind of offense, malicious, false accusa. Affairs, DAV-118/ 119 (893-9162).
tions of sexual h arassment can h ave far-reaching effects on the careers and
lives of indiv iduals and w ill not be tolerated .
Grievances
Tt is prohibited for any administrator, supervisor, or other employee of USF to

G rievances related to academic processes, administrative process
. b'l' d' · · .
es, race,
gender, d 1sa 1 1ty 1scnnunahon or other human relationships can occur.

take any retaliatory action against an individual who, in good faith has made a
charge, testified, assisted, or participated in any manner in an investigation, proceed
The best way to resolve
aI grievance
t
.
. is to discuss it with the stud en,
ing, or hearing under provisions of applicable law.
facu lty or sta ff memb er mvo ve~. If th1s h as fa iled or is impossible to do,

STUDENT RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES

contact the appropnate Academic Program Coordinator or Administrative
Director.

Academic Dishonesty

ST. PETERSBURG CAMPUS CONTACT PERSONS

Academic dishonesty is not tolerated. It is the anathema of academic
integrity and w ill be dealt w ith both fairly and severely. Examples of acaACADEMIC PROGRAM COORDINATORS
demic dishonesty include: plagiarism, cheating and disruption of academic Arts and Sciences
Dr. Darryl Paulson
process.
Dr. James Fellows
Persons accused of academic dishonesty a re afforded due process.
Business
Factual disputes are resolved through a hearing process. For advice, consult
Dr. Sonia Helton
the appropriate program coordinator.
Elementa ry Education
Dr. Herb Karl

Secondary /Special Education

893-9582
893-9587
893-9537
893-9535

Misconduct
Dr. Peter Betzer
893-9130
Students are expected to treat others with respect and dignity. Free
Marine Science
speech , academic freedom a nd personal responsibility are cornerstones of
.
Dr. Charlene Long
553-3130
the university experience. Boundaries of behavior a re quite generous. Most Nursmg
boundaries are best defined by common decency and avoidance of actions Student Affairs
Dr. Stephen Ritch
893-9162
that impede or restrict another's development.
Administrati ve Affairs
Mr. Herman Brames
893-9152
Examples of student misconduct are:
False information
Library
Dr. Lanny G reaves
893-9125
Misuse of materials
Misuse of keys
. Although in most cases these officials will want first to discuss your
Misuse of property
g n cvance. verbally , plea se be prepare d to comm1t
. your grievance to wri ting
lnf
orma
1011
concernin
th
f
11
·
.
.
t
Hazing
taincd f.
g . e o owmg pohcies and procedures can be ob- ·
Sexual harassment
I om your academic advisor:
Sexual assault/ rape
Theft
Academic Regu la tions Committee (ARC)
Unauthorized weapons, firearms or explosive devices
College Level Academic Skills Program (CLAST)
Disruptive conduct
College Level Examination Program (CLEP)
Illegal use or possession of drugs
Gordon Rule
Foreign Language Graduation Requ irement
As in the case of accusations or allegations of acad emic dishonesty,
students accused of misconduct are afforded due process. Complaints are
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STUDENT DISCIPLINARY RULE
For more information concerning administrative policies and procedures,
contact the individual(s) listed:

6C4-6.0021

AIDS

Dr. Diane McKinstry

Americans with
Disabilities Act

Dr. Stephen Ritch

Alcohol

Dr. Tim Grimm
Dr. Stephen Ritch

Drug Policy

Dr. Stephen Ritch
Dr. Diane McKinstry

Student Conduct - Offenses- Stu~ents.a re responsible for .
compliance with all public laws as well as Umvers1ty rule~ and .re~u lahons.
Students accused of a crime can be prosecuted under Flonda cnmmallaws
893-9162 and also disciplined under the student disciplinary rule. The University may
pursue disciplinary action ev~n if cr.iminal justic~ a.uthoritie~ choo~e ~o.t to
prosecute. Any of the followmg a.chons, or the a1dmg, ab~ttm g or motmg of
893-9562 any of the following actions constitutes an offense for wh1ch a student, a
893-9162 group of students or a student organization may be subject to disciplinary
action.
893-9162
893-9129
Misuse of Keys - Unauthorized possession or use of any
(a)

Emergency

Dr. Stephen Ritch
USF Police

893-9162
893-9140

Equal Opportunity

Dr. Stephen Ritch

893-9162

Immunization

Dr. Diane McKinstry
Mr. Ralph Campbell

(c)
False Information - Knowingly making a false oral or
893-9129 written statement to any Unive rsity board, committee, office or member of
893-9143 the University faculty, administration, staff or student body.

Sexual Assault

Dr. Diane McKinstry
USF Police

Sexual Harassment

Dr. Diane McKinstry
Dr. Stephen Ritch

893-9129
(d)
Misuse of Materials - Unauthorized reading, removing,
893-9140 ~uplicating, photographing and/ or forging, counterfeiting, altering or
rnis using of any University materia l, file, document or record owned or
893-9129 maintained by any member of the faculty, ad ministration, staff or student
893-9162 :>ody.

Student Organizations

Dr. Tim Grimm

893-9562

Student Records and Registration

Mr. Ralph Campbell

Tuition Payment

Ms. Betty Keistler

Use of Facilities

Dr. Stephen Ritch
Mr. Herman Brames

Victims' Advocacy
Serv ices

Dr. Diane McKinstry
Ms. Amy Hopkins
Dr. joy Clingman
Dr. Harry Schaleman
Ms. Valerie Prosser
Dr. Tim Grimm
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893-9129

(1)

key or key ty pe device to any University facility or property.
(b)
Misuse of Identification - The use of falsified identification documents or of another's identification card / document.

(c)
Response to Notice - Failure to make a timely response to
lny official request from a member of the faculty, ad ministration or staff.
893-9143 fhe University requires that each student m aintain on file with the Univerlity a current address. Official University correspondence mailed to that
893-9106 lddress will be deemed sufficient as notice to the student. It is a student
~sponsibility to notify the University immediately of any change of address.
893-9162
893-9152
(f)
Response to Instructions - Failure to comply with au tholized oral or written instructions from the University in accordance with
893-9129 !heir assigned job duties.
893-9129
893-9558
(g)
Misuse of Property - Destruction, damage, misuse or
893-9556 ic.facing of, or unauthorized entry into University buildings or property, or
893-9595 1mvate property on the campus of the University. Unauthorized and
893-9562 ntc~ti~nal dan:'age to or destruction of any personal property, including but
'tot hm1ted to files, documents, records, research apparatus or library materials owned or maintained by members of the faculty, administration, staff or
ltude nt body_. Intentional misuse of any University fire alarm or fire fighting
)r safety equipment.
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:)Ut is not limited to, the following: inappropriate and unwanted touching;
(h)
Theft - The unauthorized taking, misappropriation ~r !he display of sexually explicit or suggestive materials; use of sexually
possession of any real, personal or intellectual property owned or mam- ~xplicit or suggestive language or gestures; and subtle pressure for sexual
tained by the University or any person on campus.
lctivity, as well as demands _for sex~al favors or physic~! assault. Public
.
.
.
ndecency is open and notonous actions that are offensive to common
(i)
Hazing - Hazing means any actio~ or situation_ that reck.:>ropriety, such as public sexual intercourse.
Iessly or intentionally endangers the mental_ or_ ph~s1cal heal~~ o~ safe~y of,
student for the purpose of initi~tion or admiSSion 1~to _an afhhahon Wit~ at
(r)
Disorderly Conduct - Breach of peace, such as causing a
organization. Such terms shall mclude, but not be hmJted to, any ?rutal~ty:iisturbance or being unruly.
a physical nature, such as whipping, beating, branding, forc_ed cahsthemcs,
exposure to the elements, forced consum~tion ofa_ny food, hquor, drug, or
(s)
Disruptive Conduct - Actions that impair, interfere with or
other substance or any other forced phys1cal actiVIty that could adversely >bstruct the orderly conduct, processes and functions of the University.
affect the physical health or safety of th~ individual ~o extreme mental str~isruptive conduct shall include but not be limited to the following:
such as sleep deprivation, forced exclusiOn from soCJal contact, forced
conduct that could result in extreme embarrassment or any ~ther forced
1. Violence or threats of physical violence against or actions
that endanger any member or guest of the University
activity that could adversely affect the mental health or d1gmty of the
individual.
community;
2. Theft or willful destruction of University property or of
U)
Weapons, Firearms or Explosive D_evices - The
the property of members of the University;
unauthorized possession, use or sale of any weapon, fuearm, or any
3. Interference with freedom of movement of any member
incendiary, explosive or destructive device, including firewo rks.
or guest of the University;
4. Impeding or interfering with the rights of others to enter,
Bomb threat - Reporting false presence of an explosivt
use or leave any University facility, service or scheduled
(k)
activity, or carry out their normal functions or duties;
incendiary device.
5. Interference with academic freedom and freedom of
(1)
Illegal Use or Possession of Drug~ - Ill~,g~l possession,
speech of any member or guest at the University.
use, sale or attempt to obtain any drug. The term dru?s mc_ludes any
The persistence in any of the aforementioned activities that disrupt
narcotic drug central nervous system stimulant, hallucmogemc drug,
barbiturate 0 ; any other substance treated as such and defined by law. he orderly operation of the University, after an order to cease and desist
~ch activity has been given by the President or his designee, may result in
(m)
Privacy - Failure to respect ~he right to ~rivacy of any rn.mediate suspension pending an emergency hearing.
member of the University community, or prymg observation, such as voy
eurism, that invades the privacy of another.
(t)
Sexual Battery/Rape - According to Florida Statute, sexual
. .
.
. aattery is the "Oral, anal, or vaginal penetration by union with a sexual
Harassment- Conduct that creates an mhmatmg, hostil gan of another or analfvaginal penetration by another object." The act is
(n)
offensive working or education environment.
rformed against the victim's will or without his/her consent. An indidual who is mentally incapacitated, asleep or physically helpless or
(o)
Retaliation - Harassment of co1~pl~~ant_or other pers conscious due to alcohol or other drug consumption is considered unable
alleging misconduct, including but not limited to mtim1dat1on and threat give consent. The same definition applies regardless of whether the
sailant is a ~tran?er or an acquaintance. The type of force employed may
(p)
Stalking - To follow or harass repeatedly another pers vol~e physical VI?lence, coercion or threat of harm to the victim. Date or
so as to put that person in fear for his/her safety.
ql_lamtance rape IS the sexual battery of an individual by someone the
cti~ knows. Group or gang rape is the sexual battery of an individual by
(q)
Sexual Misconduct, including S~xual Harassment, Publhulhple perpetrators.
Indecency and Voyeurism - Sexual h arassment Is_conduct of~ sexual
(u)
Violation of USF Alcohol Policy.
nature or with sexual implications that interferes with a student s or an
employee's status or performance by ~reating an in:imidating, host~le or
(v)
Violation of USF traffic rules and regulations.
offensive educational or working environment. Th1s conduct may mcludl
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(w)

Violation of any law, ordinance or rule of the Board of
(e)
Restitution- A payment for injury to an innocent party·
Regents.
cases involving theft, destruction of property or deception.
m

(x)

Violation or Probation - failure to abide by conditions of
(f)
Reprimand - A letter that makes a matter of record an
probation.
incident that refle~ts ~favorably on a student's file as long as he or she is a
student of the Umverstty.

(y)
Off-Campus Misconduct - The University generally doe
not regulate the off-campus conduct of its students. However, misconduct
(g)
Warning- An oral reprimand.
occurring off-campus may be disciplined where the conduct directly im. .
.
pedes the effective operation of the University, as for example where the~ .
(h)
Restrtchons on or r~vocahon of financial aid where approcampus conduct constitutes a danger to the health, safety or welfare of pnate pursuant to law or NCAA pohcy.
University students or staff.
(2)

.
{t)

.
Involuntary withdrawal
- University withdrawal of

Sanctions - Violations of the student conduct code may result in student from enrollment and student status.

one or more of the following sanctions.

.

. U)

lmmedia~e i~p.osition

of consequence for probation

(a)
Expulsion - Permanent termination of a student's priviiVIOl~hon - When probation tS t~po~ed as a sanction, the student should be
to attend the University. This may include trespass from campus and in ldvtsed of the c~nsequences of VJ~l~hon of probation, e.g., suspension. In
cases where the student resides on campus, the student will be given a the e.vent probation terms of cond.thons a.re vio~ated, the Director of Student
reasonable time to vacate the residence halls, (e.g. 24 to 48 hours). Durin~ffatrs or ~he C~mp~s Dean may tmmedtately tmpose the consequence of
the period of expulsion all of the student's contact with University depart· e probation viOlation.
ments/ services must be through the Office of Student Affairs.
(k) . Other appropria.te Sanctions - such as community service
(b)

Suspension -Termination of a student's privilege to autours, educational programs, wntten assignments, counseling and evalua-

the University for an indefinite or a specified period of time. This may on.
include trespass from campus and, in cases where the student resides on (3
campus, the student will be given a reasonable time to vacate the residentf)
halls (e.g. 24 to 48 hours). During the period of the suspension all of the
student's contact with the University departments/services must be thro
the Office of Student Affairs.
(c)
Probation - An official warning that the student's cond
is in violation of the student conduct code and that continued enrollment
depends upon the maintenance of satisfactory citizenship during the pe ·
of probation. A favorable recommendation normally will not be furnish
by the University during a period of probation.
(d)
Restrictions - Conditions imposed on a student that w
specifically dictate and limit future presence on campus and participatio
University related activities. The restrictions involved will be clearly id
fied and may include but are not limited to a requirement to remain on
campus or in rooms during specified periods of time or a University rest
ing order forbidding the offender from all contact with the victim. Rest ·
tions also may apply to denial of the privilege to operate a motor vehicle
campus, participation in certain activities, events, organizations, access
use of University services and presence in certain buildings or locations
campus.
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Hearings

(a)

Prehearings
1. Written allegations or charges of violation of the conduct
c~de should be referred to or originated in the Office of the
Dtrector of Student Affairs within a reasonable ti
follow.ing discovery of the violation and in no ev:~ later
than stx months after discovery, except in extraordina
cases (hospitalization of student, etc.).
ry
2. T.he Directo.r of Student Affairs will inform the Universi
of possible
criminal activity in cases
~:unot cle~r that the Umversity Police already possess the
~ orm:hon .. The Director of Student Affairs may request
orf~m t ·~Umve~sity Police and other appropriate persons or
ces I ormation concerning prior misconduct of the
stu d ent.

~ohce

serio~s

where~

3. Tf the allegat"
f · 1 .
Director of Stu~on o ;;JO.aho~(s)
does not contain what the
proceed to th ent. fatrs vtews as enough evidence to
e hearmg stage, the Director of Student Affairs
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complaint of misconduct, except in extraordinary cases as
determined by the Director of Student Affairs.

will appoint a faculty or staff member to investigate the
allegation of misconduct. A report containing pertinent
evidence and recommendations, including recommendations concerning formal charges if any, will be forwarded t1
the Director of Student Affairs within ten working days of
the appointment of the investigative officer, unless circum.
stances warrant extension of time

10. The USF President or the Director of Student Affai rs will
have the ~uthority t~ sus~en.d the. s~udent from officially
representmg the Umv.erstty m offtctal University functions,
p rograms, Intercollegiate competitions and other student
activities during the pendency of disciplinary proceedings
against the student.

4. Based on the evidence or a report as p rovided for as in
paragraph (3)(a)(2), the Director of Student Affairs shall
determine if charges are to be filed, and shall provide the (b)
Hearings - Except in cases of emergency, the student shall have the
charged student with a written notice of these charges in option of a he~ri~g ?efore the Director of Student Affairs or a hearing before
sufficient detail so that the student has no less than three the Campus Dtsctplmary Board. The student may appeal the decision of any
days to prepare a response, except in cases of emergency a! hearing body or person.
specified below.

1. Administrative Hearings - A student who chooses a

5. The Director of Student Affairs shall require a meeting h earing before the Director of Student Affairs may request that the Director
with the student during which discussion shall include an of Student Affairs appoint an alternate administrative officer to conduct the
explanation of the student's due process rights and a heaJ'leari ng. Likewise, the Director of Student Affairs will prepare and maintain
of the student's response to the charges. The Director of '\t list of individuals for this purpose. The charged student shall be informed
Student Affairs may offer the charged student the option f.f the a~~inist~ative i.ndividual within three working days of notification.
admit the alleged misconduct and agree to an imposition ~\,<\~ a.dmtms trahve officer so challenged w ill be excused; however, indiscnmmate challenges are not permitted.
sanctions.
.
2. Campus Disciplinary Board - A student who chooses a
eanng before the Campus Disciplinary Board will be heard by a panel
on~ posed of two faculty /staff members, one of whom shall be elected
hatrpcrson, and two students . Neither faculty nor students shall be from
he charged student's major. The faculty members shall be appointed b th
Faculty Council and the student members shall be
th:
•rector
of
Student
Affairs
from
among
the
members
of
the
Stude
t
G
t1 d· ·
n overne~ u •c.ta.1 Branch. The charged student shall have the right to challenge
he tmparhah ty of any panel member within three days of notification. A
a ne~ mem~er. charged for impartiality will be excused; however, indiscrimiate tmparhahty challenges shall entitle the panel to proceed without regard
7. The prehearing or informal disposition process must 0 t~e ~all~nge. Any board member not present for the taking of testimony
completed within three weeks of Student Affairs' receipt t t ~c eann.g may not further participate. A quorum for hearing shall
the complaint of misconduct, except in extraordinary cas ons~s~ of a s.n~pl~ majority of the panel. After the hearing, the board will
as determined by the Director of Student Affairs.
eac. ttd
s dfectstOJ.1 ~n executive session. A simple majority of the quorum is
eqUJre or dectston.
8. The Director of Student Affairs will have meetings wi
alleged perpetrators of violent misconduct for the purpo ay be held by ~ E;.ergency Hearings - An expedited emergency hearing
documenting such incidents in cases where the victim
afety, health or w:lf~~:c~~r of Student Affairs in cases that involve the
declines to serve as a witness unless the victim requests ases involvin com I . t any s.t udent or staff member, as for example in
otherwise. The records of such meetings may be consid
f Student Aff~irs aspthaemPs o~drms~ondduct. The USF President or the Director
rest ent s esign
in future disciplinary proceedings.
·
d'
ithdraw a student pend'
h . . ee may tmrne tately suspend or
hearing of~:~: w~~nng m e~erg~ncy cases. An alternative
9. The hearing must be set to be held on a date not later dministrative
f Student Affairs h
be appomted m cases where the Director
six weeks following Student Affairs' receipt of the allega
as suspended or withdrawn the student immediately.

6. If the Director of Student Affairs does not offer inform
disposition, a hearing shall be set to be held on a date not
later than six weeks following Student Affairs' receipt of
allegation of misconduct, except in extraordinary cases a
determined by the Director of Student Affairs. The charg
student shall be provided with written notice of charges i
sufficient detail to prepare for any formal hearing no less
than three days before the hearing, except in cases of em
gency as specified below.

~mpus

appointed~
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4. Hearing an Appeal - Within five calendar days of
decision of the Campus Disciplinary Board or Administrative Officer the
charged student may appeal the decision, in writing, to the C.ampus Dean.
The Dean may impose the sanction recommended at the hear~n~.or a ny~~~
sanction pending final decision on appeal. The r~cord of t~e m1t1al heannt
may be considered on appeal as well as any new 1~formah~n that comes !I}
the Campus Dean's attention. The Campus Dean 1s auth onzed to con~act
any participants in the initial hearing for clarification and the student 1s
entitled to access to the record when appealing. The d ecision of the CamP¥
Dean will be rendered within two weeks of receipt of the appeal except in
extraordinary cases as determined by the Campus Dean and is the final
decision of the University of South Florida.
5. Probation - When probation is imposed as a sanction,
the student should be advised of the consequences of violation of the pro
tion, such as suspension. In the event probation terms or conditio~s are
violated, the Campus Dean or the Director of Student Affairs may 1mrne
ately impose the penalty consequence of the probation violation.
(4)

General Principles Applicable to Hearings

(a)
All h earings will be close~ to spectators . N~ irrelevant
information, especially irrelevant sexual h1story, should be d1scussed or
considered in the hearing.

(b)

6. Self Incrimination - The student shall not be forced to
present testimony that would be self incriminating.
7. Advisor - The student may have an advisor of his/ her
choice present, which advisor also may be a legal counsel.
However, University employees who may have a potential
conflict of interest will not be permitted to serve. The
advisor may speak with the charged student, but not act as
attorney or speak for the student or otherwise participate.
8. Decision Based on Evidence - The decision of the
Campus Disciplinary Board or any file in the custody of
Student Affairs referencing prior misconduct or meetings
with the charged student.
9. Decision in Writing - The decision of the Campus
Disciplinary Board or the Director of Student Affairs,
including findings of fact and a determination of penalty or
sanction if any, shall be presented to the student in writing
within two weeks following the hearing. This includes any
informal disposition of the case.
10. Enrollment Status - The student's enrollment s tatus
will remain unchanged pending final decision, except in
cases of emergency, as considered above.

Due Process Rights of Charged Student
1. Burden of Proof - The burden of proof shall be on t
complainant. The standard of proof for decision shall be
"subs tantial evidence," that is, whether it is reasonable t
conclude from the evidence submitted that the student
commit the violation(s) for which he or she has been
charged, and shall not be the strict criminal law s tandar
proof beyond a reasonable doubt.

2. Record - The proceedings of all hearings shall be
recorded.
3. Inspection of Evidence - The student may inspect t
evidence that will be presented against him/her.
4. Present Evidence - The student may present evi de
on his/her own behalf.
5. Question Witnesses - The student may hear and
question adverse witnesses.
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11. Failure to Appear - If a student against whom charges
have been mad.e fails to appear, the Campus Disciplinary
Board or the Director of Student Affairs may proceed
in his/her absence.
Rights of Complainant/Victim
1. The complainant shall have the right to submit for
consideration prior to the hearing a list of questions related
to the alleged incident that she/he feels the accused should
be asked during the hearing process.

2 .. In cases of violent misconduct, as defined by Section 16,
T1tle ~8, United States Code, the following additional rights
pertam:
a) The complainant shall be entitled to the assistance and advice of a person designated
by the University with substantial knowledge
of the USF student disciplinary process.
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b) The complainant shall have the right to submit
an impact statement to the Student Affairs
disciplinary officer for use during the sanctioning portion of the discipline process.
c) The complainant shall have the right to. be
present during the entire hearing notwith
standing the fact that the complainant is to be
called as a witness.

(2) on the large glassed-in bulletin board just outside the
south entrance to DAV-107;
(3) in the windows on the north and south side of DAV-107,
facing out;

(4) at the entrance to the second floor of Coquina Hall
(COQ);

(5) at the top of the stairs leading from DAV-107 to the
d) The complainant may have an advisor of his/
second floor;
her choice present, which advisor also may be
a legal counsel; however, l!nive~sity employe~
(6) outside the Computer Center (DAV-251).
who have a potential conflict of mteres~ are
not to serve. The advisor may speak w1th the Clln 11 ges made to room assignments after the start of classes are also posted on
complainant, but may not speak for the .
classroom doors.
complainant, act as attorney nor otherwise
DROP/ADD, WITHDRAWAL
participate.
e) The Student Affairs disciplinary officer will
make every reasonable effort to info~m.th~
complainant of the outcome of the disciphna
proceeding.

Changes to your schedule (drops and/or adds) may be made during the
first week of classes, which is the Late Registration and Drop/ Add period.
During this period you may drop courses or withdraw for the semester with
a full refund. Drops and/ or withdrawals will not be recorded on your
academic record if they are processed during this time.

Regional Campuses - All campuses of the University o~ South
5)
(
Drops and/ or withdrawals after the first week of classes but before the
Florida have a Student Disciplinary Rule; however, non-substantive proc
drop/withdrawal
deadline will result in a letter grade of "W" and full fee
dural modifications to reflect the particular circumstance~ of ea:h campus
liability
.
are permitted. information concerning these procedures 1s avmlable thro
the Student Affairs office on each campus.
Be aware that you are permitted only three drops during the last 60
h~urs
of your undergraduate degree program. Appeals for additional drops
(6)
Review of Student Judicial System - A committee c.onsisting of
will
be
made through your academic advisor to the Academic Regulations
student members appointed by the Student Government Pres1d~nt.and o
Con:'mittee.
See Academic Regulations Committee (ARC) in the following
· ted by the Director of Student Affairs shall penod1cally
memb ers appom
section.
evaluate this Student Judicial System.

CLASSROOM ASSIGNMENTS

Total withdrawals from the University are not counted as part of the
drop limitation policy.

Due to a number of factors (last-minute changes in the schedule.' can A wo~d about the policy concerning Mandatory Course Attendance at First
Meehng .. ..
lation or addition of sections, unusually heavy or light enrollments 1~ c~
courses, etc.) classroom assignments are subject to change up to and me
~SF's policy states that "Students are obligated to attend the first class
ing the first week of classes.
mcetmg ?fall re.gularly scheduled undergraduate classes for which they
have registered m ~rder to ensure their enrollment in those classes. NonClassroom assignments are posted in six strategic locations:
~ttcnd~nce of the f1rst class meeting may result in the student being dropped
(1) on the bulletin board next to the Cashier's cage aero rom t c course and the available space may be assigned to another student."
from Registration (DAV-126);
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This policy is effective 99 percent of the time, but not always. Faculty a11
expected to circle on their class rolls the names of the students who are not iJ
attendance during the first class meeting, and to submit the amended class
rolls to the Office of Admissions and Records so that non-attendees will be
dropped from the rolls immediately. On rare occasions, faculty for one
reason or another will fail to take roll during the first class meeting. When
they fail to submit the names of non-attendees, the non-attendees will not ~
dropped from the rolls.
DO NOT ASSUME, therefore, that if you do not attend the first class
meeting you automatically will be dropped from the rolls. If you register f
a course and then decide to drop it and do not attend the first class meetins.,
you are advised to submit a drop slip during the first week of classes. If y
did not attend the first class meeting and do not want to be dropped from
the class, submit an add slip during the first week of classes.

PETITIONING FOR RE-ADMISSION

(2)

What does your high school record and transfer record
show? What are your test scores (SAT, CLAST, etc.)?

(3)

Are educational goals realistic in view of the record to date?

(4)

Have you presented a realistic plan for extracting yours If
from academic difficulty?
e

(5)

Will the perf~rmance in the future be different from the
performance m the past? Why?

(6)

Have you presented your case well? Is your statement
written in acceptable English without grammatical and
spelling errors? Is it concise and well-reasoned?

(7)

Have you sought academic advising or career counselin to
remedy your academic problems?
g

(8)

Have you sought personal counseling to resolve any serious
personal problems?

(9)

Can you earn a~ least some grades of B to offset the poor
grades? Is forgiveness a good option for some of the oor
grades?
p

TEMPORARY ACADEMIC DISMISSAL
If you are temporarily academically dismissed during the semester, y
are not permitted to enroll for classes the following semester. Exceptions t
this rule may be granted with extenuating circumstances by petitioning th
ARC. You should be aware that if you petition and the petition is approve
then you will be readmitted to the University on a conditional registration
which almost always will be more stringent than those conditions provid
by the probation policy after you remain out for at least one term. You al
should be aware that most petitions for immediate re-admission to the
University are denied because the intent of the policy is that the student
remain out one term and reflect on his/her educational goals. It is a good
time for the student with financial problems and personal problems to sol
those difficulties before entering the University again. Your academic
advisor can assist you in reassessing your academic goals during the term
you are temporarily dismissed from the University.

MECHANICS OF THE PROCESS
. It is not necessary for you to be personally interviewed by th
tat1vc
on the c ommt'ttee. y our carefully prepared petition and alle acad
represen'
·
records
speak fo r you. Documentahon
. showing that personal health f emtc
.
CJal or.employment problems are resolved should accompany the peHt~:~n-Jf
you WISh to keep personal problems confidential ou
.
Counseling Center (DAV-l15) Th
. 'Y may be referred to the
lions Com ·u .
. e representative on the Academic Regula-

document~pee:k~~o~ot:~u~~dvocate. The petition and its accompanying

should be current in /ase .th e address a.nd p~one number on your petition
questions or discuss our e/;presentahve Wishes to ask you further
PERMANENT ACADEMIC DISMISSAL
that emotional appeJs in rhe t :n furth;r. You should clearly understand
with skepticism by all co e. tat sence o a well-prepared petition are viewed
Re-admission is not automatic. Permanent dismissal is in most cases
mm1 ee members.
permanent. If you petition the Academic Regulations Committee for rea
If you have registered for the
mission, you should be aware that the following questions must be answ strong,
then you may p
d dnext semester and believe your case is
rocee to rop and dd
1
effectively to convince the Committee that readmission to the University
on that schedule You will b
'f'
a as we 1 as attend the classes
y
.
·
e
noh
ted
of
the
dis
·r
f
the best interest of the student.
our regtstration will not b
d
post IOn o your petition.
e cance1e for a week or so.
(1)
Are all health, financial, personal and employment probl
resolved so that you can succeed?
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ALTERNATIVES FOR PERMANENTLY DISMISSED STUDENTS

,I

If you are denied re-admission to the University, you may speak with
your advisor to discuss your alternatives. One common alternative for the
student without the Associate of Arts degree is to transfer to a Florida pub]
community college and earn it there. In this case, you may re-enter the
University without petitioning. Your previous record at USF is still part of
your permanent record, but you begin a new grade point average. Acadernic salvage is not automatic. A student m~st petition the Ac~dernic
Regulations Committee (ARC) if she. or he wtshes to clear. her /his acadetni
record in this way. This occurs only tf you earn the AssoCiate of Arts degre

Documentation must accompany a petition for late drop or late withdraw a!. Otherwise, the petition will be submitted to the academic regulations
committee with a recommendation of disapproval.
HEALTH - If health is the reason for your difficulty, a written statement by an attending physician must accompany your petition. The statement must be on letterhead stationery specifying the dates and nature of
your illness and indicating that your illness was of such severity as to affect
your college work.

EMPLOYMENT- If your conditions (e.g., hours or location) of employYOU MUST MEET WITH YOUR ACAD EMIC ADVISOR TO TURN IN ment have significantly changed and these changes are beyond your controt
ARC PETITION.
then you must have a letter from your employer on letterhead stationery
verifying that these changes are required. It is assumed that you were
ARTS & SCIENCES
GERRY DRELLER
893-9507 passing in your class(es) prior to these changes in employment. You must
COQ-200 explain how these changes affect your college work.
BUSINESS

BOB THOMPSON

EDUCATION

CYNDIE COLLINS

NURSING

CHARLENE LONG

893-9542
SEVERE ILLNESS OR DEATH OF IMMEDIATE FAMILY MEMBER - If
DAV-233 ~evere family illness is the reason for your petition, you must document the
' llncss as described above and explain how this affected your studies. If the
893-9155 ~cath of a family member is the reason for your petition, you must submit a
DAV-201 ieath certificate or dated obituary notice. In the event that travel by a
ammon carrier was required, it ":'ould help to have documentation of your
553-3130 lates of departure and return. It ts assumed that you were passing your
ONE-30 lass(es) prior to the illness or death.
SEVERE PERS<?NAL PRO~LEMS

-

These are varied and many. You

PETITIONING FOR LATE DROPS AND LATE WITHDRAWA nay make an appomtment to dtscuss these with your advisor. You should
locumcnt them where possible. If confidentiality is essential or evaluation
First, it should be emphasized that petitions f.or la~e drops or late will ~ a couns~ling psycholo~st is required, then you also w ill be referred to Dr.
drawals (all courses) will be granted for extenuatmg ctrcumstances only. fJiane McKmstry, Counseling Center (DAV-115) for a recommendation.
Failing or not doing well is not a reason for late dropping. If you were
OTHER LEGITIMATE REASONS - There are other legitimate reasons
failing prior to the deadline, you had the opportunity to drop or withdral
If you were passing before the drop deadline, but were failing after the d ,.~~ch as a documented advising error. You may make an appointment to ,
·
..... 1scuss these You m
fti
d
'f
deadline this is merely unfortunate. You should rnak e an appomtment • 1 d
ay pe 1 on to rop 1 you were failing a course prior to
. ·
our ad~isor to discuss ways to optimize your performance this semester ,..1c b cba~.lme; however, your arguments are seriously weakened and the
.-ro a 1hty of approval is small
Y
.
well as improve your performance next semester.

STUDENT USE NETWORK LINK (SUNLINK)

DOCUMENTATION - INSTRUCTOR STATEMENT
.
.
.
Continuing non-degree
k'
d
An instructor statement is essential
m all cases except those wzt11. serrous·
c~•·st
t'
.h
see mg stu ents are eligible to use telephone
.
n ra 1on Wit SUNLINK SUNLIN
medical reasons. The form may be ptcked up from your academtc advtsor. ~ith th
.
. .
K was developed to provide students
Have your instructor complete it and then submit it with your completed
e opportumty to directly access their own records.
Since thc sys tem accesses student
petition. You must submit an instructor statement for each course you al
d
.
peen included to safeguard re
recor s, seve.ral secunty features have
petitioning to drop.
Personal Ident'f' t' N
cords from unau thonzed access. A PIN
I !Ca IOn
umber) IS
· reqUired
·
for every access attempt. Each
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student has only one PIN so the same one used for telephone registration is
also used in accessing SUNLINK.
This application was created to permit review of ~ades on a term-byterm basis. All that is required is choosing a term (Spnng, Summer, or Fall
by moving the cursor and then entering the 4-digit year (1994).
The application allows students to review their class sc~edule f.or the
term in which courses are currently being held and also revieW theu next
term's class schedule if they are pre-registered. The screen displays course
meeting days/ times and building/ room information. No entry is required
once the security assess check has been performed.
Any student who believes that information i~ hisf,her a~ad:mic recor
incorrect may question it. Please contact the Registrar s Off1ce m Tampa a
813-974-2000 with your concerns.

REGISTRATION
Approximately two-thirds of the way through the semester the sched.
ules of classes for the next semester will become available. USF Tampa
publishes a schedule of classes for all five campuse~; additionally, each
campus publishes its own schedule. These are avmlable at U~F St. Peters·
burg in the Office of Admissions and Records (DAV-126) dunn? regular
business hours. Evening students and students on campus dunng weeke
may pick up a copy of the schedules in the Library during regular busine
hours.
You may register on or aft~r your appoin~rnent day and time d~ring
registration period. Under no czrcumstances wzll you be allowed to regzster b
your appointed time. Specific instructions and dates f~r telephone and on·
campus registration are found in the schedules pubhshed by each camp
Read these instructions carefully. They vary from campus to campus. You rna
register by telephone or on-campus, according to the instructions in the
schedule.
Consult the schedule published by the campus where you plan to ta
courses. Schedules published by individual regional campuses generall
more up-to-date than is the information in the five-campus schedule pu

STUDENT IDENTIFICATION
Each student is issued a photo identification card during the first semester he or she registers for classes at USF. You can obtain your student I. D. in
the Audio/Visual department of the Nelson Poyn ter Memorial Library
(POY-207) during regular operating hours. There is a $5.00 fee for first time
issuance and a Replacement Fee of $10.00. Fees are paid at the Business
Office (DA V 129) and the Receipt is brought to Media Center (POY 207) to
obtain the Identification Card. Please provide both legal identification, such
as a driver's license, and proof of course fee payment. You should retain
your J.D. throughout your academic career at USF. If you lose your card,
the Library will issue a replacement card for $5.
Your student I. D. is required:
1) to use the library facilities on all USF campuses (it will serve as
your library card)
2) to purchase discount tickets in the Student Activities and
Organizations Office
3) to check out equipment from the Watercraft and Recreation
program
4) to use the Computer Center lab
5) to receive discounts at local businesses where applicable
6) to utilize the Campus Activities Center, Fitness Center and
Swimming Pool
Should it be necessary for you to have a replacement I. D. card issued, call
the Media Center in the Library (893-9123) for an appointment. The Media
Center is open during the Library's posted hours.

WAIVER OF ACADEMIC REGULATIONS
UNDERGRADUATES

. . The Academic Regulations Committee (ARC) meets regularly on the
~ arnpa campus of USF to review petitions s ubmitted by undergraduate
stu~ents. ~tud~nts must petition and secure approval of the Committee to
~at~e Umvers1ty ac~demic regulations, to return to the University after
lavmg been academically dismissed, or to waive academic deadlines.

lished by USF Tampa.
DEGREE-SEEKING STUDENTS should be aware that registering d
the Late Registration and Drop/ Add period will result in a late registra
fee of $100.
You will not be charged to add or drop a course during that period,
however.
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· for a waiver of an academic regulation pick up an
t't'w·!Sfh tope fIhon
ARCIf you
pe 1 Ion rom your USF St Petersb
d · d
'
.
urg aca ernie a visor. If you are not
in a St. Pctersbur cam
and send th
g
pus ~r.ogram, you should see your Tampa advisor
lion sheet a:c~omplet~d pehhhon to the Tampa official listed on the instrucmpanymg t e ARC form See fall ·
f
owmg pages or instruction
concerning Petitioning f R d . . ·
L.ltc Withdrawals.
or e-a miSSion and Petitioning for Late Drops and
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If your ad visor is not in agreement with your petition, you will be so
advised when you turn the form over to him or her. Your advisor will
forward your petition to the Tampa ARC Representative, who will complete
the Representative's section on the fo rm and immediately send the petition
to the Acad emic Regulations Committee in Tampa.

Your petition must be in Tampa by Thursday to be addressed by the
Committee the following Tuesday. Th e decision of the Committee will be
entered in the section at the bottom of the petition and a copy w ill be mailed
to you at the address you supply on the form.

If you'd like to become invo~v~~ with, or would just like add itional
formation about any of the actlvttJes an d/ or organizations, stop by and
lk with the Activities staff.

CAMPUS ACTIVITIES CENTER
Corner of 2nd Street and 6th Avenue South
HOURS: 7 a.m. - 10 p.m. Monday -Thursday
7 a.m. - 6 p.m. Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m. Saturday
1 p.m. - 5 p .m. Sunday
Holiday and semester break h ours may vary.
TELEPHONE: (813) 893-9596

GRADUATES

The Campus Activities Center (CAC) is a multi-purpose facility designed
Graduate students w ho wish to waive University academic regulations accommodate a variety of recreational, cu ltura l a nd educational events.
must submit a Graduate Council petition to the appropriate program chair- he CAC houses a gymnasium that doubles as an auditorium able to seat
man or director. Graduate Council petitions are available in the Office of ,000 people. The building also features a fitness center, locker rooms,
Admissions and Records (DA V-126).
acquetball court and kitchen. The west wing includes office space and
ccting rooms for Student Government and other student groups. The
uilding
sits on 1.4 acres, part of 23 acres donated by the City of St. PetersACTIVITIES, PROGRAMS AND SERVICES
urg. The facility is a culmination of a 10-year effort involving students,
culty and staff.
ACTIVITIES AND RECREATION DEPARTMENT
In this friendly and cheerf~l setting, members of the campus community
The Activities a nd Recreation Department at USF St. Petersburg offers
romote
wellness and well-bemg through a host of activities:
assortment of educational, recreational and cu ltural programs for the
campus community. It coordinates the facilities, services and progra ms
Basketba ll
Concerts
designed to meet the campus's ou t-of-classroom needs. The D~par_tment
Volleyball
Expositions
serves as the administrative liaison to student clubs and orgam za hons and
Badminton
Aerobics
the student newspaper, Tire Craw's Nest. The Department consists of the
Lectures
Indoor
Soccer
Offices of Activities and Organizations, Recreation and Watercraft, and th
Table Tennis
Racquetba ll
Fitness Center.
Performances ...and more

ACTIVITIES AND ORGANIZATIONS OFFICE
CAC-124
TELEPHONE: 893-9596

QUIPMENT CHECK OUT
Ba k b JJ
.
"Tn improve our h.:amwork, only thrc.! of Ihe chutes will open.•
. ~I e; a s, volleyballs, pmg pong equipment and soccer balls are
vat 1a e or use in the CAC. Stop by the CAC Activities Office.

Th e staff of the Activities and O rga nizations Office coordinates the
Campus Activities Center and the student activities programs and even~s PECIAL EVENTS
campu s. Am ong the services offered by the Activities Organization Offl
are discount ticket sales, exhibits and conferences, advisement of the Stud
l{equcsts to usc the CAC rna b d "
.
Y e Jrected to Sudsy Tschtderer, Activities
Ac tivities Board and student newspaper, p ublication of the Calendar of oordinator (893-9596).
Events, and internationa l study and travel information.
AC GENERAL USAGE
The Activities, a nd O rga nizations Office also facilitates the work of
student clubs and organizations, providing assistance and advice on such
USF stude t f 1
matters as interpreting University policies and procedures, making space sers of the ce~t;~l acu ty a~d staff with a valid USF photo I. D. are eligible
reservations and maintaining records such as membership lists and cha ffice. Eligible user;y;:na~JUm. USF I.~. must b~ ~resented a t the front
y e accompamed by thetr Immediate family m em-
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bers or by a maximum of two additional guests for central core usage.
Children under 16 must be supervised at all times.
Special events such as chamber theater productions, concerts and
CAC users are required to check in at the Activities Office. Check in rul:u"'"'" are regularly produced. Specific themes may be explored and
policy is for your protection and safety in addition to ensuring proper user
in a series format. For example, "Hot Spots" is a series which
verification.
uses on politically sensitive ~egions of the world; "Herstory" delineates
role of women in the evolutiOn of world cu lture and civilization; and the
SPECIAL EVENTS AND PROGRAMS
American Indian Forum" presents insightful commentary regarding
s native population.
MINI-COURSES
Throughout the year, non-credit, mini-courses are offered on a variety
subjects. These courses generally start shortly after the begining of the
semester and last from 7 to 10 weeks; the costs per course is generally
minimal ($5-$30). Among the courses normally offered are karate, selfdefense, begining guitar, aerobics, sailing, swimming, country 1
and yoga. Mini-course brochures are available at the start of each
detailing the current offerings and may be obtained from any of the
the Activities and Recreation Department.

USF St. Petersburg believes that participation in cultural and recreational
activities is an integral part of a student's formal education and that convc use of leisure time is a desirable goal.

In order to augment the cultural and recreational resources on the St.
Petersburg campus, student participation in many community events is
directly subsidized. The program allows you to select events that will
hance your college life - and save you money. Discount and subsidised
tickets
are generally available for Busch Gardents, area professional sporting
ARTS AND CRAFTS FAIRS
vents, and concerts and theater events at the Bayfront center. Complete
Seasonal arts and crafts festivals provide useful, decorative and rpo,cnn•'nformation availability and purchase of tickets is available at the Campus
ably priced merchandise for purchase. The December event c.ombines
ies Center front desk.
convenient shopping with holiday celebrations. Watch for rmd-summer
All tickets to Bayfront Center and ThunderDome events must be procured at
programs, too. These events may feature live music, craft demonstrations
least
24 /rours prior to the event. Exchange yellow receipt for tickets at the box office.
and refreshments in addition to innovative arts and crafts.
INTERNATIONAL STUDY AND TRAVEL

USF ST. PETERSBURG SINGERS

Looking for new and exciting escapades? Yearning to paint
The U~F St. Petersburg Singers is a collection of students, staff, faculty
in front of the Eiffel Tower? Feel like sailing on an elegant yacht over
nd alumm that gather each winter and spring to perform in Christmas and
blue waters? Or maybe work on a ranch in New Zealand? Are you ..•..,....,. Patric~'s Day sh?ws for area rest homes, adult psychiatric centers, veterhospitals, low-mcome housing projects and other such locations. The
for some long weekend trip ideas for adventures in your own backyard?
Whatever you desire, stop by the Activities Office (CAC-124) for an
also present each of its annual shows on the St. Petersburg campus in
the Cam pus Acf IVIhes
.. C
trek to stimulating places cataloged in the CAC Travel, War k an d S tu dY
enter or DAV-130. Other programs are often
Resource Files.
uced throughout the year upon special request .
... r"'"T.~he Singers, which formed 20 years ago w ith only five performers, has
Currently the files contain a plethora of information regarding a
·h and no.w nu~ber almost 30 participants. The group develops themes
ous and/ or relaxing activities such as :
5 ows, wntc scnpts desig
r
•
General Travel throughout the U.S. and
1 !'ttl h
'
n ch oreograph Y an d make costumes and props
1
he
~~:e
~f
~
e
.P
fro~
friends).
The only requirements for participation are
International Countries
1
rin
th
C~s.
c
and
Impromptu
theatrics, a reasonably flexible schedule
•
Special Tour Packages
.
tg
e
~IStmas
and
St.
Patrick's
Day periods (for this group the
•
Study Abroad
Ch ns mas penod last b
h
'
mances· and St p t . sk~ ~ut t ree weeks, and involves up to 30 perfor•
Language Schools
· a nc s ' Day" lasts ab t t
k
d
,
Work Opportunities Abroad
•
15 performances) and
. ou wo we.e san involves as many
a
lot
of
stamma!
You
don
t
even
have to audition!
•
International Student J.D. Cards
There are adventures to accommodate every budget, too! Bon voyage!
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If you like to sing (even if it's just in the shower), dance or tell stories
or if you can juggle, make posters, design or sew costumes o.r just about
anything else - go to the Activities Office and express your mterest. Y
be a member of the group before you know it!

FITNESS CENTER
in the Campus Activities Center
HOURS: 7 a.m. - 10 p.m. Monday -Thursday
7 a.m.- 6 p.m. Friday
9 a.m.- 5 p.m. Saturday
1 p.m. - 5 p.m. Sunday
TELEPHONE: 893-9589
Holiday and semester break hours may vary.
The Fitness Center is available to all members of the USF community
with a valid USF lD. Students and staff may sponsor a friend or relative
gu est membership. All members must be at least 17 years old, and
an orientation session before beginning their fitness program.
The Fitness Center orientation provides information regarding the
both Nautilus and aerobic equipment. The Fitness Center has twelve N
Ius machines, a multi-exercise machine, lifesteps, lifecycles, a treadmill
free weights.
Before the orientation, potential members should have a complete
physical examination, particularly those over 35 years of age or with a
history of heart disease.
The orientation lasts approximately one hour. Participants should
for a full workout because the orientation consists of a brief warm up
introduction to the cardio-vascular equipment. This is followed by a
strength-training session based on the Nautilus training principles.
The Fitness Center offers classes in yoga, tai chi chuan, and step
in addition to the exercise facility and racquetball court. Information
programs is available at the Fitness Center desk. Ask about joining
Strides" a program which offers incentive and support toward
personal goals.
To accommodate everyone who wants to use the cardiovascular
ment, workouts are restricted to 25 minutes when others are waiting. A
waiting list is available for patrons who want to use a cardiovascular
chine.
For the benefit of all patrons, the Fitness Center staff requests that
members bring a towel to clean the upholstery after using each
Proper athletic shoes and attire are also encouraged.
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Locker room and s~ower faci~ities are available to patrons. Locker keys
may be checked out daily at the Fitness Center desk with a student ID or
guest pass.
Heart Rate monitors are available for cardiovascular workouts. The
Fitness Center staff will provide one upon request.
The Fitness Center staff wants patrons to accomplish their fitness goals.
ere are a few tips to help one stay with one's program:
•

Set short term goals. People tend to get lost with a goal of six
months or more. Make a goal for two or three weeks and make it
specific.
Find a friend. To keep your progress consistent, be accountable to a
friend. Your friend will encourage you to do that extra repetition
and continue when you don't feel like it.

•

Give yourself a break. High-intensity programs have a high dropout
rate, so take it easy when you are really tired. If you're really kaput,
at least exercise for 20 minutes at a light intensity.

•

Read while you ride. Whether you ride, run, or stairclimb, put the
magazine racks to good use and either study for classes or read a
good book.

•

Record your progress. A well-kept record helps to show improvement, and also lets you know when you're slacking off.

•

Count backward. Start with your target number and count backward sothat you'll think of how few repetitions you have left instead
of how many you've done.

look forward to serving your recreational and cultural needs.
OY YOUR CAMPUS ACTIVITIES CENTER!

RECREATION AND WATERCRAFT OFFICE
COQ-107 (893-9597)
HOURS: 9 a.m.- 6 p.m. Monday-Thursday
9 a.m.- 5 p.m. Friday
USF St. Petersburg's recrea tion
.
.
· h
program IS growm g by leaps and bounds
literally! On land
•
or m t e water on a tea
· d' .
. .'
. m or as an m IV!dual, you are
in to find a recr ti
1
ea ona activity to SUit your pleasure.
.
RECREATIONAL EQUIPMENT .
n~ation Office Item . I d
Is available for free check-out at the
·
s me u e watercraft ( ')b
equipment, tennis rack t
b
Sal oats and canoes), badmine s, soccer alls, volleyballs, basketballs, golf
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You may be interested in havi ng a short swim between classes - or
. ming laps or just lounging around at leisure. Or, you might want to
SWim
f th
. I ...
take advantage of one or more o e spec1a activities centered around the
Low-cost, special-interest RECREATION-ORIENTED MINI-COURSEs pool. They include:
offered on a regular basis include CPR, American Red Cross First Aid,
Lifeguard Training, Beginning Swimming, Aqua-Aerobics, Basic Sailing,
Aquatic Mini-Courses sue~ as: .
.
.
• Basic Sw1mmmg and Scuba D1ving, among
Scuba Diving. Other mini-courses may be added if there is sufficient i
others;
est. For more information and advance registration, please contact the
•
Lifeguard
Training - an excellent opportunity if
Recreation Office.
you are interested in becoming a lifeguard . This
course is ideal for any student interested in
Members of the USF community who are qualified skippers may use
part-time position at the USF St. Petersburg pool;
assortment of WATERCRAFT. The USF St. Petersburg current campus
• Aqua-Aerobics - an exciting and refreshing
consists of a Catalina 22, a Morgan 22, a 22' Chrysler T.M.l., a Paceship 23,
alternative to indoor exercise;
and a 33' Sharpie Ketch. Two canoes are also available. These boats are
•
Stroke
Improvement - ideal for any level of
available free of charge to staff, faculty and students. To be placed on the
swimming
ability;
approved skippers list for WATERCRAFT, you must pass a written test
• Basic and Emergency Water Safety Aid - ideal
successfully complete a skills test for each boat. The tests are by appointfor people who have pools, work in an aquatic
ment only. Skippers must provide proof of personal health insurance.
environment or as an introduction to lifeguard
training;
WATERCRAFT headquarters are harborside at HANEY LANDING,·
•
Water
Volleyball - a long-standing tradition at
to the south and west of Coquina Hall.
USF St. Petersburg, watervolleyball is often
played from noon - 1 p.m. on Tuesdays and
USF St. Petersburg students can participate in the Sailing Club and
Thursdays.
Games are open to students, faculty
Bovine Sojourners Club. Additionally, the department sponsors three
and
staff
and
other members of the USF comLeague softball teams (men's "D" and "B" league and a coed team.
munity.
Additional men's and women's team Sports Clubs m ay be organized
The pool at USF St. Petersburg campus can not be used during regular
request with sufficient interest.
operating hours for exclusive or private parties, with the exception of
University wide special events (such as the Windship Regatta, the MSL
For further information about these (and other) recreational pro
party, and the back to school splash .) The pool must be open to authorized
and activities, stop by or call the Recreation Office at 893-9597.
USF.patrons between the hours of 11 a.m. and 7 p.m. Exclusively private
parties may be scheduled before or after these hours.
SWIMMING POOL
Coquina Hall (behind Bayboro Cafe)
St~de.nt, faculty, alumni association members, clubs, and university
HOURS: lla.m. - 7 p.m. April - November
orgamzatmns
may re~~est the use of the pool for special events provided
(NOTE: Hours will vary according to the season,
that
they
d~
not
proh1~1t patrons from using the pool. The pool is available
weather conditions, semester breaks, and holiday seasons.)
for
reservation
to
outs1de non-profit organizational use for a rental fee of
TELEPHONE: 893-9136
$100.

clubs, tents, lanterns, sleeping bags and pads, single and double burner
stoves, cooksets and mess kits.

The pool is located on the east side of Coquina Hall, just outside the
Dining Center. It is free to members of the USF community and their
lies or two guests. Children under 16 must be supervised. A current,
validated I. D. is required for student admission.
The water temperature in the pool is usually 80 degrees. Gas grills
available for cookouts and socials held at the pool. You may make
tions for special club events or activities at the pool by completing a
tion request form at the Student Activities Office.
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Sponsors of special events and rentals are responsible for payment of

~~stRof staff. and support services (cleaning, security, etc.) as determined by
e ecreation Coordinator.

more information abou t tl1ese an d otI1er pool ac fl.vztzes
. . and programs call or
by II
stop For
IC poo1or the Recreation Office.
,
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STUDENT GOVERNMENT OFFICE
CAC-126
HOURS: 9 a.m. - 6 p.m. Monday -Friday
(Hours will vary during finals and holidays)
TELEPHONE: 893-9144

STUDENT ACTIVITIES BOARD
CAC-124
,
·or student
. USF St Petersburg s ma)
The Student Activities Board (~A~)o~s O~e~ to any interested stu~ents,
. and activities orgaruza l
.
ncerts social events, an

r~~~r~;::~ponsibl~ for pl;~n:~!~~ft~~~:;~~ to th: stu~e::r~o;~;~~eekly
visual arts (films & Vl~o;i~g t~e regular school yea~, ~~e s Center Feel free
campus communfity. o~ at 4·30 in the Campus ActlVldl:he activi~ies planned.
W dnesday a terno
.
this groups an
..
on e
d f d more infonnation on
d b the Student ActivitieS
to stop by an ll1
and events sponsore y
Among the regular p.rograms
Board are the followmg.

In consultation w ith key Student Affairs and academic administrators,
Student Government allocates, regulates and monitors the expenditure of
your Activities and Service fee monies. In addition to the myriad of student
activities, organizations, special programs and celebrations, your A & S fees
provide support services for the Counseling and Career Development
Center, the courtesy typewriters in DAV-256C and the courtesy telephone in
DAV-107.

CHOOL SPLASH

.
h . families while enjoymg
·ty and t elr
.. I h"
mbers of the University communbl II and other activities. The Sp as
Meet me
.
ater volley a
, f 1
.
. barbecue, swimmmg, w
D
Best of all, it s ree.
. ht after Labor ay.
hve musiC,
is held each September, ng

BACK-TO-S

Student Government (SG) at USF St. Petersburg plays a very tangible
and highly respected role in rep resenting student interests and in coordinating the activities of the entire student body on the campus.

CAMPUS SHOWCASE
by the Activities
ber and january
.
long program ac. roduced in Septem
Campus Show~ase ~~~Student Government. :hiS da~-c give-aways, free
Office, in cooperatiOn WI
clubS and features \lve muSI f' '\iarize themselVeS
uaints
students
with
campus
se also allows students to ami
q
re The Showca
. es and resources.
munches and mo .
with diverse campus serv!C
FAMILY FEST

d ·gned to provide the
.
·ented events esl
.
.. . onsors famlly-on
'th some creative
The Activities Ofhce sp. their families and guests WI d sat 10 a.m. and
commumty,
hl on Satur ay
USF St. Petersb urg
sually held mont y
f
for USF students,
.
F ily Fests are u
ams are ree
•
.
to three hours. These progr .
to provide quahty
leisure ume. am
last approximately two. .
uests. FamilY Fest strives
rt
faculty, staff, their families and g s familY interaction and suppo .
d courage campu
familYtime an en
.
r Daze Magical
•b t' ·
rams .me1u cte·· PJOnee

~~:~{rt~:~~:~!id

.Ea;t~:;;~:~o~~~hOP

A sampling of past
FamilY Fest,
and
Halloween Family Fes~ B' thday Celebration, "Ani MagiC, . ue There may be
Revelry, Mickey's 60t Jr 'I event is fun-filled and umq .. es
Diggin' Dinosaurs. Each fa~Ill y imals, magicians or other surpns .
rce information" fi\e.
movies, food, clowns, crafts, an
. . a "family fun and resou
nd browse\
The Activities offic~ also malnrt:;;:ences on a host of topics. Stop by a
It is full of valuable Ideas and

The officers and members of Student Government at USF St. Petersburg
monitor campus, University, state and national issues and developments that
may have implications for USF students.
Student Government serves as liaison between students and USF faculty
and administrators. It interacts on a continuing basis with student government officials and members on USF's campuses in Fort Myers, Sarasota,
Tampa and Lakeland in order to enhance the effectiveness of its representation of s tudents at USF St. Petersburg.
If you would like to find out more about Student Government at USF St.
Petersburg or explore opportunities for your involvement in Student Government, stop by the SG Office. You'll find our SG officers and members will
be happy to talk with you .
STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

The Oracle, USF's student newspaper, is a 6-column tabloid published in
Tampa Monday through Friday during semesters I and II and twice weekly
(Tuesday and Thursday) during the summer term. The main Oracle distribution points at USF St. Petersburg are the Campus Activities Center, Davis
Hall Lobby, Dining Cen ter, the Library and the Marine Science Department.
The Craw's Nest

The St. Petersburg campus' student newspaper, The Craw's Nest, is a 5column tabloid newspaper. The newspaper is published every other week
and contains news pertaining to the St. Petersburg campus. The newspaper
provides a vehicle for students interested in writing and/ or photography. If
you are interested in becoming involved with student publications, feel free
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so

to contact the student publications advisor at the Student Activities Office
(893-9596).
Other St. Petersburg campus in-house publications are produced periodically as

tl1e need or opportunity arises.
STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
Participation in any of these organizations will broaden your college
experience and provide opportunities to develop your leadership skills.
For information about the student organizations listed below, or how to
start a new club, contact the Activities and Organization Office at 893-9596.
Arts and Sciences Honor Society
Association of Black Students (ABS)
Bayboro Geographic Society (BGS)
Bayboro Student Nuring Organization
Campus Women's Collective (CWC)
Circle K International (Kiwanis Affiliated)
Flying Club
Friendship Association of Chinese Students Scholars (FACSS)
Imperial Order of Bovine Sojourners
Information Systems Association (lSA)
Kappa Delta Pi (Honor Society In Education)
Legalis Society
Marine Science Advisory Committee (MSAC)
Phi Theta Kappa Alumni Chapter (Kappa- Honor Society)
Psi Chi (Honor Society In Psychology)
Sail Club
Society of Professional Journalists
Sports Clubs (Softball, Basketball, Etc.)
Student Accounting and Business Organization (SAO)
Student Chapter of the American Soceity for Photogrammetry and
Remote Sensing
Student Council For Exceptional Children (SCEC)
Student Government (SG)

Beta Alpha Psi
Beta Gamma Sigma
Beta Phi Mu
Chi Epsilon
Delta Signa Pi
Department Honors

Mortarboard
Omicron Delta Kappa
Order of Omega
Phi Alpha Theta
Phi Kappa Phi
Phi Kappa Lambda

USF St. Petersburg has chapters of Ka

~Ps~ch~logy), Phi Theta Kappa Alu . C~pa Delta Pi (Education), Psi Chi
;nstttuho~s),. and the Arts and Scien'::l So ~ptyter ~of t.wo year lower division
1onor soctehe.s come by the Activities andcte . .or I.nformation about USF's
your Academic program coordinator.
Orgamzatwns office, or talk to
Arts & Science

Dr. Darryl Paulson

DAV-249

893-9582

Business

Dr. James Fellows

DAV-223

893-9587

Elementary Ed.

Dr. Sonia Helton

DAV-205

893-9537

Secondary/Special
Education

Dr. Herb Karl

DAV-204

893-9535

Marine Sciences

Dr. Peter Betzer

MSL-102

893-9130

Check the bulletin boards and campus p bl' ·
ann ouncements
concerning USF' s h onor societies.
.u . Icatwns for information an d

ADMISSIONS and RECORDS
DAV-126
HOURS: 8 a.m· _ 5.·45 p .m. Monday -Thursday
8 a.m. - 4:45 p.m. Friday
TELEPHONE: 893-9142
.
The Office of Admissions and R
St. Peter.sburg registration and dropi~'J:s, ~~addition to coordinating USF
cesses VIrtually every academic form
ea.c semester, provides or royou are enrolled at USF St. Petersburi.ou Will be required to
while

complet~

HONOR SOCIETIES
Honor societies recognize outstanding students for their scholastic or
service achievements. Membership in honor organizations usually is by

Examples
th forms and associated 'nf
of Ad
. . of
. available in the Office
rrusswns
and eRecords
are:
I ormation

invitation. Honor organizations at USF are:
Alpha Chi
Alpha Epsilon Rho
Alpha Epsilon Delta
Alpha Phi Sigma
Alpha Pi Mu
Alpha Theta Lambda
Alumni Scholars

Eta Sigma Phi
Gamma Theta Upsilon
Golden Key National
Honor Society
Kappa Delta Pi
Kappa Tau Alpha
Kosove Society
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Pi Sigma Alpha
Psi Chi
Sigma Iota Rho
Tau Beta Pi
Themis Honor Soc.

Phi Mu Alpha
Phi Mu Epsilon
Pi Alpha Alpha
PhiOmegaMu
Phi Alpha Theta
PiGammaMu
Pi Tau Sigma

• Applicat'wns for admission to USF

• s;u contracts
• Repeat course waivers
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• GRE and GMAT test applications and schedules
• Graduate Council petitions

To call the Tampa cam us d'
To call the Lakeland c~p~s ~~·4i ~~en the 4-digit number.
To call the Sarasota campus di~~ 2 th then the 3-digit number.
To call the Fort Myers cam~us d' ,I 75enhthe 4-digit number.
, Ia , t en the 3-digit number.
. Any malfunction of the Courtes Tele
Office of Student Affairs (DA V-118)~r ththone should be reported to the
Student Government Off'Ice (CAC126).

• Graduation applications
• Transcript request forms
The Admissions and Records Office posts important dates and deadlines
in Student Lobby and other strategic locations throughout the campus, most
notably in Davis and Coquina halls. Watch for notices about deadlines for
dropping courses or withdrawing from school with full refunds, graduation
information, dates for early registration, late registration and fee payment,
and new course schedule availability.
If you have any questions about your academic records, final grades,
registration printouts, transcript or the like, call or stop by the Office of
Admissions and Records. The staff will do whatever they can to provide you
with the information and/ or documents you need.

AUXILIARY SERVICES
BULLETIN BOARDS

For obvious reasons, there can be no one bulletin board on campus that
posts all of the information of interest to students, although there is at least
one bulletin board in each building for this purpose. Take a moment to
check the bulletin boards as you pass them wherever you may be on campus.
If you cannot locate the information you need, don't hesitate to ask. You'll
find that no matter where you are on campus, students, faculty and staff are
more than willing to take the time to help you. Approval for posting on
bulletin boards is required in advance. Use of non-academic bulletin boards
are maintained and approved by the Activities Office in the Campus Activi-

COURTESY TYPEWRITERS (LOCATION: DAV 256-C)

Two electric typewriters are available in
student use. To use one of these t
.
DAV 256-C (the practice room) for
at the Library. In exchange for yo~~~~r~ters,tlease go to the circulation desk
Your I.D. will be returned wh
~ ent .D., you will be given a ke
P.'oblems with the typew,itm
bong the key
to the Libnll'y.
hbwy, (2) the Stu den I Govemmen t
to (I) mculation desk staff in ,;:,
Affazrs, (DA \1-118).
ce
C-126), or (3) The Office of Student

sh::~~~~
offiep~~~d

b~ck

~~'

NOTARIES

You may have occasion tore uir h
.
completing certain University-re~teJ f~re services o.f a notary in the course of
you, free of charge, in the Dean's Off
Notanes are available to assist
129), and the Office of Financial Aid I(~i V-1~~~~5), the Business Office (DAY-

{;!·

BOOKSTORES
CAMPUS BOOKSTORE

COQ-101
HOURS·. 9a .m . - 6 p.m. Monday - Thursday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m. Frida
Extended
hours
posted
first two w ~
(
TELEPHONE: 893~~1:1of each semester)
TEXTBOOKS for St. Peters bur

~he ~SF St. Petersburg Campus Bo~~::~eus~ourses only. may be purchased at

ties Center.
COPYING

Coin-operated copiers are available for your use in the Library. Staff
members will be happy to show you where the copiers are located.
COURTESY TELEPHONE (LOCATION: DAV-Lobby)

A telephone has been installed, courtesy of Student Government, in the
lobby in Davis Hall (DAV-107) for your convenience in placing calls to any of

ext ooks on the campus where the
. . ou. are cautioned to buy your
ments for a course may vary from course IS bemg taught; textbook requirecampus to campus.
DO NOT WRITE IN YOUR BOOK
.
sure you will need the book A
k du~hl you have been to class and are
pencil) or a carelessly handl~d b:a~ .e ook (even with just your name in
o IS a used book and is non-returnable.
d
Mastercard and Visa Credit
amount of purchase with appropc~:tes I~dre at~cf.ept~ble, as are checks in the
en I Icahon.

USF' s other four campuses.
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PAYMENT OF FEES
.
fi t two weeks of class The REFUND POLICY is in effect dunng the rs
on required textbooks only.
b
Campus Bookstore
.
ducted at the USF St. Peters urg
Book buy-back IS c~n
ter during finals week.
on designated days eac semes
urchase school
·
t t textbooks, you may P
d
In addition to your all-Impor a~
d USF gifts, posters, candy an
.
k
ks T-shirts, greetmg car s,
supplies, bac pac h' USF Campus Bookstore.
other items from t e
BAYBORO BOOKS
121 - 7fH AVENUE SOUTH .
Monday - Fnday
HOURS: 10 a.m.- 6 p.m.
Saturday
a.m.
_
3
p.m.
11
TELEPHONE: 821-5477
t to the north of Davis Memorial
BAYBORO BOOKS, just across the st~~e s classics, children's books, .
Hall offers an impressive stock of b~st s~ae~~ro Books is not affiliated with
cookbooks, biographies and ~yste~le~. ea~ walking distance of anywh.ere
USF, but its convenient locatiOn, Wlth~~es i[a "natural" for the kinds of Items
on the USF St. Petersbu~? ~:~l~='~mpus Bookstore.
you may not be ab e to m

All registration fees and designated accounts receivable charges may
be paid in tltis office.
Personal checks must include the student's Social Security number
on the face of the check.
Payments may be made in person, placed in the drop box located
outside the Poynter Library or mailed to: BUSINESS OFFICE, DAV-129,
USF ST. PETERSBURG CAMPUS, 140 SEVENTH AVENUE SOUTH, ST.
PETERSBURG, FLORIDA 33701.
REFUND OF FEES
After the drop/add deadline, fees will be refunded only under certain
conditions. See the USF catalog for more details.
REGISTRATION FEES
Registration fees are based on the academic level of the course, the
campus responsible for the course and the student's residency status. Estimated fees per credit hour for 1995-96 for the St. Petersburg campus are:
COURSE LEVEL

BUSINESS OFFICE
DAV-129
Monday -Thursday
HOURS: 9 a.m. - 6 p.m.,
.
a.m.
_
5
p.m.,
Fnday
8
TELEPHONE: 893-9107
CANCELLATION
a ment deadline, a student's enro.llIf fees are not paid in full by there/Eli ible students that have rec~IVed
'll be canceled for that semes . g . to the payment deadhne
ment Wl
. A'd d ferment pnor
.
an official V.A. or Fina~Cla1 . 1 e led Failure to attend the first~1a~s.
may not have their reg~strahon cance . llment. To ensure no fee habihty
meeting should drop a stud~n~::~~;~he first week he/she has been
for the course, the student s o
d retain a copy of the drop form.
nd if not drop the course an
d ropped , a
FINANCIAL AID CHECK DISBURSEMENT
.
d
.
d f m the Business OffiCe, an
. . h k
disburse ro
.
. s
Certain financial aid c ec s are it with the Financial Aid or BusmesN
'l d f
Tampa Consu
. .
r checks. o
others are mal e rom
.. the method for receiVmg you
f l es
Office each semester to determme . to each semester's first day o c ass I.
financial aid checks are released l~;;~:nd filed with the Business Office for eac 1
A check request form must be comp
check expected for eaclt semester.
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3000-4999 (undergraduate)
5000 and above (graduate)

FLORIDA RESIDENT NON-FL.
RESIDENT
$53.65
$217.06
$105.57
$358.59

Fees for courses on other USF campuses are listed in the current universihJ catalog.
The deadline for payment of registration fees is normally 5:00 p.m. on
the fifth day of each semester. Registration will be canceled if fees are not
paid by this date. Checks that are mailed must be postmarked by the payment deadline.
REINSTATEMENT
A student whose registration has been canceled for non-payment may
file a Petition for
Reinstatement during the three week period following the cancellation
deadline. A late payment fee
of $50 will be added.
I.D.CARDS
A $5 fee is charged for the initial USF 1.0. card; replacement I. D. (for
lost or stolen) will be $10. Fees are collected in the Business Office and
the student takes their receipt to the Library Media Center for the photo
I.D.
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edge of the computer you'll be using before you go to the Lab.

COMMENCEMENT CONVOCATIONS AND
GRADUATION RECEPTIONS
USF St. Petersburg's schedule two major Commencement convocations
for USF graduates twice each year (one in the Spring and one in the Fall).
USF St. Petersburg graduates may opt to attend Commencement convocations in Tampa, or they may prefer to participate in USF St. Petersburg's
Commencement ceremonies.
Each Fall and Spring, candidates for graduation at the end of the Spring
term and students scheduled to graduate in the Summer will receive from
the Office of the Public Ceremonies specific information about Fall and
Spring commencement ceremonies on the Tampa and the regional campuses.
Students also will get instructions concerning seating arrangements, academic regalia, graduation announcements, honors sashes, graduation
announcements and Senior Week activities. Read this infomwtion carefully.

Details and deadlines differ from campus to campus.
If you have identified USF St. Petersburg as your "home campus," you will
receive information concerning St. Petersburg campus commencement
convocations and graduation receptions from the Activities and Organizations Office as well.
This profusion of letters, announcements and forms can all be quite daunting, so if you need an interpretation, call or stop by the Activities Office (8939596, CAC-124 or the Office Of Student Affairs (893-9162, OAV-118).

COMPUTER CENTER
OAV-251
HOURS: 9 a.m. - 10 p.m. Monday -Thursday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m. Friday
10 a.m. - 5 p.m. Saturday and Sunday
TELEPHONE: 893-9551

The Computer Center is available on an" open-use" basis unless a class
is scheduled in the Lab, in which case a notice will be posted on a calendar
outside the Lab for several days prior to the scheduled class.
USF students with current, validated J.D.'s are welcome to use the
Computer Center Lab, which features terminals linked into the main-frame,
stand-alone PCs, Apple IIEs, and a Macintosh network.
Computer Center personnel will assist you in getting started in the Lab
and will provide you with instructional manuals, but please do not ask for or
expect individualized supervision or instruction. Have a working knowl-
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Please do not take any food or drink into the Lab.

Any questions about the computer c t
.
Coordinator of the Computer Center, at ;;3~;;~~~/d be directed to Mike Wright,

COUNSELING AND CAREER CENTER
DAV-115
HOURS: 8 a.m. - 6 p.m. Monday and Thursda
8 a.m. - 8 P·m · Tuesday and we d nes d ay,
Y
8 a.m. - 5 p.m. Friday
Appointments can be made in person
or by calling 893-9129
"Your 1\!.Sumc looks line.

Howc\·cr. We need to work
on your hotly lagu:~gc"
AVl•"-""

The Counseling and Career Center
.d
.
services and related programs to hel s~r~;~t:s professiOnal counseling
college experience - personally int ~l t II make.the most of the total
physically. In addition the Ce t' . e ec ua y, vocationally, socially and
'
n er IS a campus r
f f
alumni and provides information cons It t'
es~urce or acuity, staff and
health, substance abuse career d ' 1 u a Ion an referral for mental
concerns.
'
eve opment, learning skills and wellness
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE EDUCATION AND PREVENTION
The Center provides information educati
. .
substance abuse issues lndivid 1 , h
on and trammg with regard to
others substance use o~ de ende:: s : o are ~on~ern.e~ about their own. or
assessment and referral thrpou h thy Cay receive mdividual consultation
g
e enter.
'
The Counseling Center provides s h I .
ing, short-term treatment if app o . ~ yc o ogical assessment and screenresources as needed An E 1 r pna e~ or referral to other treatment
·
mp oyee Assistance Progra (EAP) .
th C
e ounseling Center for faculty or st ff h 0
m
IS available in
alcohol related difficulties S
. a w may be experiencing drug or
· upervisors may refer t ff
b
s a mem ers or individua 1s may independently contact EAP.
CAREER COUNSELING
Sound career decisions are based u o
.
abilities and val ues and 1
.
b
p n understandmg one's interests
earrung a outed
t'
1 d
'
Center offers individual counsel '
d uc~ wna an career options. The
career choice, career change andinhg ~n wfor .shops for decisions about
c Oice o maJor.
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HEALTH and WELLNESS PROGRAM
CAREER DEVELOPMENT SERVICES

onsors a career fair which brings
Each Spring semester the Cente~ s~iscuss employment opportunities
more than 40 employers to campus o
with students.

The Center staff provides individual consultation and information
concerning a wide range of lifestyle issues including fitness and exercise,
general health, nutrition, stress management, HIV / AIDS, sexually transmitted disease, contraception, alternatives to alcohol and drug abuse, and
prevention of date or acquaintance rape. Information on safer sex and free
condoms are available through the office. The Center coordinates and
promotes Wellness programs on campus through the USF St. Petersburg
Wellness Committee. The Committee is composed of students, faculty and
staff committed to increasing awareness of health and wellness issues on
campus and to demonstrating the extent to which individuals can influence
and control their level of personal wellness.

CAREER PLACEMENT LISTINGS

IMMUNIZATION CLINIC

.
.
ith resume writing, interviewing skills
h 1n dd'tion the Center maintains
Counselors provtde asststa~ce w
l . strategies for a JOb searc .
a 1
'
and deve opmg
f f 11-time degree-related employment.
'
job announcements or u

To help students comply with state university regulations concerning
measles and rubella vaccinations, two clinics are held each semester. The
vaccination fee is $30.

CRISIS COUNSELING SERVICES

INTERVIEWING SKILLS DEVELOPMENT SEMINAR

.

'th the decision to enter college and
Career development b~gms Wl
l
t The Center offers a full
continues throu~h graddualtlon and tes:~~~~~a~sist students and alumni
f counsehng an p acemen
range 0
.
·
Is
with planning and achievmg career goa .
CAREER EXPO

.
selin are encouraged, counselors are
Although appot~tments for counbasis~or individuals whose concerns
avat'lable on a walk-m or .emergency
require immediate attentwn.

During the Spring semester, the Center sponsors an interviewing seminar which places students directly in contact with employers from various
occupational fields. Employers present topical information and offer interviewing tips during mock interview sessions.

CONFIDENTIALITY

f in accordance with ethical standards
The Counseling and Career staf '
ble precaution to protect your
and state and federal law, take e~ery ~eason~
along with the personally
privacy. The identity of those.usmg t el'serv~~:sheld in confidence. Confiidentifiable disclosures made m co~n~e mg, e outside the Center without
dential information is not shared wtt anyon
your written consent.
EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING

d skills acquired prior to graduation
The experience, knowledge an
k' employment Counselors
·
.
'
rketability when see mg
improve gra d uates. rna
. a Ian to a in experience through part-ttme
can assist students m devel.opmg p t' g ork/study programs, extracurand summer jobs, internships, coopera tve w
ricular activities and volunteer work.

PERSONAL COUNSELING SERVICES

The Center provides short-term individual and group counseling to
assist students with a variety of problems such as stress, improving selfesteem, overcoming anxiety or depression, improving relationships, coping
with loss, dealing with problem behaviors, resolving personal crises and
dealing with one's own or other's substance abuse or dependency. Counselors also are available on a walk-in or emergency basis for individuals whose
concerns require immediate assistance. If the Center does not offer the
services a student needs, the student will be referred to appropriate campus
or community services.
PRE-DEGREE JOB LISTINGS

The Center keeps an up-to-date listing of full and part-time jobs that do
not require college degrees.

GROUP COUNSELING AND WORKSHOPS

.
f
k h s and counseling groups to
The Center presents a vanety o. wlor s orpand educational goals. A
h' e personal soCla caree
. .
f
' d '
. available at the begmnmg o
help students ac tev
brochure listing the workshops an groups ts
each semester.
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RECRUITING SERVICES

Recruiting services consist of on-campus interviewing, a resume referral
service computerized jobline. Students who wish to participate in this
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service may register by attending an orientation workshop and by completing the necessary paperwork as early as three semesters before graduation.
Students may sign up for employment interviews which are conducted on
the Tampa campus. Resume referral begins as soon as the student completes
the registration process. St. Petersburg students have the option of using this
service either through the Counseling and Career Center on the St. Petersburg campus or through the Career Resource Center on the Tampa campus.

RESOURCE LIBRARY
The Center maintains a Resource Library in DAV-112 with current
information about careers and the job market, graduate schools, wellness,
personal growth and adjustment, alcohol, drugs and recovery. Job listings
and on-campus interview information is also available. The Library is
staffed by trained peer counseling assistants.
A computer based comprehensive guidance and career information
program is available to students as part of career counseling. The program is
designed to help students explore the relationship between occupations and
personal values. It contains up to date information on more than 500 careers
of interest to college graduates.

STUDY SKILLS SERVICES
To assist students in becoming more effective and efficient learners, the
Center offers individual consultation and workshops on time management,
study skills, testing skills and on reducing test anxiety.

DIRECTOR OFT
DIVISION OF STUDEN:!FF

DAV-118
AIRS
HOURS: 9 a.m. _ 6 p. m . Monday - Thursd
8 a.m.- 5 p.m. Friday
ay
TELEPHONE: 893-9162
Th~ Student Affairs staff strives to ro .
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USF St. Petersburg. The Director of
e qual.ity of life for students at IS
c~mpus is responsible for the overall ad~nt. ~ffa~rs on the St. Petersburg
nts ra~on of the many service
o fered to students to hel them
college life that can
"":ith the many facsets
vidual and/ or group counseling, alcohol
work: .financial aid, indiand placement, procedures for redressin / ~g education, career planning
co~duct, d~e ~rocess in the event of discf ~nevance~, standards for students'
assistance tn time of trouble.
p nary achon and advice and/ or

Stu~

o~

aff~ct stud~~~: :~~e ef~ecttvely

;;rue

. offers a variety of
to Additionally
.d
, Student Affatrs
. provt e student development outside the I
programs and activities
hans, programs and activities stud t
c assroom: student organizaand e x tra-murals and events of
' spect'al
en government
. d sports, intra. t
, o rgaruze
In erest.

ACTIVITY AND SERVICE (A & S) FEES
Your registration fees each semester inc

VICTIMS' ADVOCACY SERVICE

& S) Fee ($7.75 per credit hour at USF St p Jude an Activities and Service (A

The Victims' Advocacy Service is coordinated by the Counseling and
Career Center. It is available to assist all USF s tudents or employees who are
victims of actual or threatened violence, including but not limited to battery,
assault, sexual battery (date rape, acquaintance rape, stranger rape), attempted sexual battery, stalking, or sexual harassment. The victim advocate
will provide information, support and guidance including short term crisis
intervention, assistance through the campus judicial process, referral to
community based victim assistance programs, help in resolving academic
problems resulting from victimization and referral for necessary counseling,
medical, legal and social service assistance. See page 79 for additional

t? supp ort the vast array of student se ·. etersburg at the present) that goes
signed to enhance and complim t rvices, programs and activities destaffing and operational
experience. These
ments, the Campus Activities Center
c Vtttes and Recreation DepartPetersburg's
many stud en t cl ubs and'Student
and USF St.
.
org . Government
f
hme .approximately 50 students are em l ant~a ~ns. Moreover, at any given
provide support services to these units.p aye t rough A and S fees to

suppor;~o/t~~r;c~d~r:r'ic

in~lude

Your Student Government at USF S
key Student Affairs and academ· d . t..Petersburg, in consultation with
monitors the expenditures of yo~cr ~~~;;:~:.tors, allocates, regulates and

information.

Remember:
Students are paymgfor
.
them!
these programs and services. Take advantage of

VOCATIONAL ASSESSMENT
Counselors are available to interpret individual inventories designed to
measure interests, values and personality traits.
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i
FINANCIAL AID OFFICE
DISABLED STUDENT ACADEMIC SERVICES
SVC-2043 (TAMP A CAMPUS)
(VOICE/TTY)
TELEPHONE: (813) 974-4309
USF St. Petersburg works closely with the Office of Disabled Student
Academic Services at USF in Tampa to provide disabled St. Petersburg
campus students with academic support and related assistance. Services are
provided to students with a wide range of disabilities and are determined on
an individual need b asis.
Qualified disabled individuals may arrange for note takers, reading
services, library assistance, typing services, priority registration appointments and other supportive services through this office. Adaptive equipment such as Visualteks, FM Auditory Systems, Large Print Display Processor and other aids are available for stud ent use. Prior to receiving any
services, students must provide the DSAS with proof of their disability. For
physically, visually or hearing impaired students, a letter from a physician
stating a diagnosis and limitations will be sufficient.
Determination of eligibility for services through the appropriate state
agency, such as Vocational Rehabilitation, Division of Blind Services or VA
Vocational Rehabilitation, is also required. 1f you are not presently a client of
such an agency, a referral for services will be made.
Eligibility for services is determined on an individual basis. An appointment should be made with the Coordinator of DSAS (813/974-4309) prior to
starting classes to make plans and arrangements or to h ave any questions
answered. As eligibility for some services must be approved and coordinated through the appropriate state agency, students must make arrangements prior to the beginning of classes to avoid any delay in the provision of
services.
Shou ld you encounter disability-related problems or need additional assistance
at USF St. Petersburg that cannot be rendered by the Office of Disabled Student
Academic Services in Tampa, you are urged to contact Dr. Steve Ritch, Director of
Studen t Affairs on the St. Petersburg campus (DAV-118, 893-9162).

Note: see map section at back of handbook for wheelchair access to campus facilities.
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LOCATION: DAV-l14
HOURS: 8 a.m. - 6 p.m. Monday - Thursday
8 a.m. - 5 p .m. Friday
TELEPHONE: 893-9128
Financial Aid Office at USF St p t b
appl'The
· formation and
Ica t'wn materials associated w'th · e ers urg p rovi'd es m
':orks.closely with the Financial A~d 8~~nts, schol~rships and loans and
fmancial aid for St. Petersburg
ce at USF m Tampa to process
also coordinates the St Pet bcampus students. The Financial Aid Offt'c
·
ecs ucg campus c 11
e
tudent Government Child Care Subsid
o ege Work Study Program,
5
Program and the Campus Honors and war
Prodgrapm,
The Campus Scholarship
s rogram.

J

.
Financial Aid programs fall into three b
grants, low interest loans and stude t
I road categories: scholarships and
for most financial aid programs
n. emp oyment opportunities. Eligibility
requues that a student:
1. be a U.S. citizen or an eligible non-citizen·
I

2. be enrolled or accepted for enrollment in a d
program;
egree
3. maintain satisfactory academic
(as defined in the financial aid ~rog~ess towar~ ~degree
standards of satisfactory
.
nc1 ai reCiplents);

progres:of~r~~~aex~allau~Idng t~e

4. re registered with Selective Service if reqUlre
. d to do so;
5. establish financial need thr
h h
Federal Student Aid Form· oug t e Free Application for
I

Financial need is the difference between the estimated cost of attendance
(student budget) and the amount you and your family are expected to
.
contribute toward these costs. USF uses a federally mandated need analysis
formula to determine your family's ability to contribute. This formula
considers family size, number of family members in college and age of
parents (dependent students), as well as income and assets in order to assess
a family's financial strength.
If you are in a pinch, and need something to tide you over until your aid
arrives ask about the Fee Deferment Contract and Fast Book Loan. For nonfinanci~l aid recipients there is an Emergency /Short Term Loan that is .
offered through Student Financial Services on Tampa campus. The application can be obtained in the Financial Aid Department, DAV 114.

CHILD CARE SUBSIDY
USF St. Petersburg does not have a child care center on campus, b_ut the
Office of Financial Aid (DAV-114) coordinates a unique program of direct
subsidization of child care costs to student parents with pre-school children.

I

A limited fund is allocated by Student Government to the Child Care
Subsidy Program each year. While funds are available, stu~ents who apply
will be guaranteed reimbursement on child care costs by a licensed caretaker
at a rate not to exceed $7.50 per USF St. Petersburg semester hour with an
additional $2.50 for each additional child per hour up to 12 hours taken on
the St. Petersburg campus. This reimbursement is offered once per semester.
This may not cover total child care costs, but it'll certainly buy a book or two!

deadlme each Fall and Spnng. In addition to nominations by students
faculty and staff, student self-nominations are encouraged.
'
. ~ecipients of these awards are recognized during the Graduates Reception m December, Honors Week and at the Spring Graduation Celebration in
St. Petersburg.
Check the bulletin boards and read the various campus publications
~ach sen:'-:ster f?r anno~cements concerning honors and awards. If you'd

hke addihonalinformahon, stop by the Financial Aid Office (DAV 114).
SCHOLARSHIPS
I

PLEASE NOTE: The deadline for applying for 1996-97 scholarships at
USF St. Petersburg is February 16, 1996.
_DSF St. ~etersburg has a large and increasing number of scholarships
available to 1t~ students. Scholarship recipients and scholarship donors are
honored and mtroduced at the annual Alumni/Honors/Scholarshi 1 _
cheon.
P uri
. Ac~den:'-ic re~uirements vary from scholarship to scholarship. Go to the
~manCia~ A1d Office and ask for a copy of the Scholarship Booklet for s
"f

mformahon.

peel Ic

. Scholarship recipients must notify Financial Aid about all drops and
Withdraw~ls from class~s. Failure to report may mean a loss of eligibilitY for
the followmg semester (1f the scholarship is for two semesters).

HONORS AND AWARDS

Th~ Sch?lar~hip Committee reserves the right to consider the amount of
otherdfmancial a1d a student is receiving in determining eligibility for an
a war .

Each Fall and Spring, awards are presented to students designated for

I,
,j

Stop by the Office of Financial Aid (DAV-114) for the child care services
subsidy application or for additional information.

I

I

Nomination forms are distributed to faculty and other appropriate
c~mpu~ per_sonne_I each fall and spring, and also may be obtained in the
Fmanc1al A1d ~:)ffice, DAV-114. Nomination forms and accompanying
reco~mendahons are sub~itted to the Financial Aid Office by a given

the following honors:
•
•
•
•

Outstanding Seniors for USF St. Petersburg
Who's Who Among Students in American
Universities and Colleges
Outstanding Graduate for USF at St. Petersburg
Golden Signet Service Award

Criteria for nomination for these honors and awards include graduation
in the Fall, Spring or Summer of the academic year in whic~ th_e_hono~s ~d
awards are given, good academic standing (3.2 GPA) ~nd SI~-~Icant mdividual participation in campus organizations, university achvihes and/ or
community work.
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I_n applying for an~ accepting a scholarship from USF, the scholarship
~pplican~ agrees that his/her grade point average and other pertinent
mformahon can be included in a report prepared for Financial A1'd ·
d'
arm
. ·
publ ICity regar mg USF activities.
USF St. Petersburg students may apply for many USF scholarships oth
than thos: listed in the USF St. Petersburg scholarship brochure. Be sure t:r
ask for a hst of tho_se scholarships when you pick up your USF St. Petersbur
campus Scholarship booklet in the Financial Aid Office.
g

Remember: Contact the Financial Aid Office (DA V-114) for the exact scholar-
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I

ship deadline dates each year.

STUDENT EMPLOYMENT ON CAMPUS
There are two funding sources through which students may be employed
at USF St. Petersburg. One is the College Work Study Program (CWSP) and
the other is Other Personnel Services (OPS).
Students who submit an application for financial aid to the Financial Aid
Office by March 1,1995, and who can demonstrate a need.for fi~ancial .
assistance may be awarded a CWSP position. This allocatwn wtll permtt
students to work on campus up to 20 hours per week during th~ sem.ester.
and up to 40 hours per week during semester breaks. See the Fmanetal Atd
Office (DAV-114) for specific details.

FOOD SERVICES
Bayboro Cafe
Hosted by Orange Blossom Catering
COQ-102
HOURS: 7:30 a.m. - 6 p.m. Monday -Thursday
7:30 a.m. - 2 p.m. Friday
TELEPHONE: 825-3709
The B~yboro Cafe in Coquina Hall is a great place to go for everything
from a qwck snack on the run to hot meals, soup and sandwiches, munchies,
fresh fruit in season, build-your-own salads and hot and cold beverages.

Other Personnel Services (OPS) is a University temporary employment
program. Students are paid hourly wages that vary with positions and may
work up to 20 hours per week during the semester and up to 40 ho~s per
week during semester breaks. Student OPS e~ployment opporturuties
typically are I:>osted in our Career Resource Ltbrary (DAV-112) .

In addition to the many items listed on its regular menu, the Bayboro
Cafe features daily specials, vegetarian dishesand offers special holiday
meals for Valentine's Day, Halloween, Thanksgiving and other traditional
and non-traditional celebrations and events. Bayboro Cafe also provides
catering service.

Not every unit on campus remembers to notify the Counseling ~d
Career Center when a student employment opportunity becomes ~va~lable.
If you are looking for part-time employment on campus and nothing ts
posted in DAV-112, make your interest known to th.e staff, faculty ~d .
student employees with whom you interact. Sometime~ the grapevt~e ts
more efficient than are the formal procedures for matchmg prospective
student employees with on-campus jobs.

Students, faculty and staff comprising the USF St. Petersburg Food
Service Advisory Committee monitor food quality, pricing and service in the
B~yboro Cafe a~d meet periodically with the Orange Blossom Manager. To
dtscuss suggeshons or concerns that you'd like to bring to the attention of the
Advisory Committee, stop by Student Affairs office (DA V-118) or call8939162.

TAVERN ON THE GREEN
120 Sixth Avenue South
HOURS: 11 a.m. to 11 p.m. Monday - Friday
11 a.m. to 3 p.m. Saturday
TELEPHONE: 821-1418
For a change of pace, you might want to stroll across the street to the
Tavern on the Green adjacent to Bayboro Books, just to the north of Davis
Memorial Hall. Some all-time favorites among faculty, staff and students
who patronize the Tavern are the" Author's Delights," some dozen or so
different (and hefty) kinds of sandwiches - or you can order your sandwich
custom-made - and the Nacho Supreme. The Tavern also delivers .
.Th~ Tavern offers li~e entertainment on Tuesday and Thursday evenings
begtnnmg at 8 p.m. and ts a popular gathering spot virtually any time of the
afternoon or evening. But it's particularly nice to have the Tavern nearby
after Bayboro Cafe closes at p.m. most evenings and 2 p.m. on Fridays.
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Vending machines are located in the lobby in Davis Hall (DA V-107) and the
Campus Activities Center. Soda machines are also located poolside and in Marine
Science.
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finding something, please ask.
• B~BLIOGRAPHIC SEARCHING - Computer searches are
available through the Reference Department. Students are charged
for the actual cost of the search. Free searches are available on CDROM for USF students.

NELSON POYNTER MEMORIAL LIBRARY
POY

HOURS: 8 a.m. - 10 p.m. Monday -Thursday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m. Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m. Saturday
1 p.m. - 7 p.m. Sunday
(Semester break and holiday hours will be posted.)
TELEPHONE: 893-9123

• P~R~ODICALS - The Library has more than 850 titles available.
Penodicals do not circulate.
• ~~~lA CENTER - The ~edia_ Cent~r has listening and viewing
for records, tapes, f1lmstnps, shdes, transparencies and
videotapes. If you don't see what you want, ask fo r it.
f~cihhes

(USF Studen t I. D. cards are also made at the Media Center)
~n

addition to its general services, the library extends numerous special
services to the campus community. These include:
• BIBLIOGRAPHIES - Free printed bibliographies on
many subjects are available near the circulation desk.

finding a job."

The Library offers many services to students and other members of the campus community. Chief among them are the
following:

• COLLEGE CATALOGUES - Catalogues from hundreds of
national and international schools are available on microfiche.
• M~CRO.PRINTS - Coin-operated/vending card selfservice prmters are available in the Library.
• PHOTOCOPYING- Coin-operated/vending card
copiers are available for use.

• LUIS - Library User Information Service - the on-line
catalogue accessed by USF's libraries on all five campuses.
LUIS contains the catalogues of all USF Libraries and
also selected periodical indexes. Library staff will be
happy to show you how to use LUIS.

• RECREATIONAL READING COLLECTION - This
collection of current best-sellers is located near the Reserve desk.

• RESERVE BOOKS --Your instructors frequently will
place certain books on reserve for you. Loan periods for
reserve materials vary according to the requests of the
instructors. Reserve materials cannot be renewed.

• TRANSPARENCIES - These can be made in the Media
Center for $.50 plus tax each .

• INTERLIBRARY LOAN -Any USF student may request material from any USF campus by filling out forms
available at the reference desk. Undergraduate and
Graduate students may request material from non-USF
libraries within Florida as well.
• REFERENCE -A Reference Librarian is on duty any
time the library is open. If you are having difficulty
70

• STUDENT I.D. CARDS - l.D. Cards are made in the
Media Center, POY-207.

Y~u need to be aware of the various policies governing your use of the
Library:
• BORROWING - A USF I. D., valid for the current semester,
MUST be presented in order to check out materials.
•. RETURNI~G -Return materials to the depository at the circulation desk, or m the outside book drop near the entrance. Books
checked out at other USF campus libraries may be returned or
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renewed here also.
• LOAN PERIODS - All books with date due slips circulate for at
least three weeks. Media items circulate for one week.
• RENEWALS- All books (except the recreational reading
collection) may be renewed by bringing them to the cir~ulati?n
desk. Renewals are permissible unlessanother patron IS askmg
for the material. In that case, the Library will recall the book.
• HOLDS - If a book is checked out, students may request a hold
by filling out a form provided at the circulation desk. Any book that
has been out for more than three weeks may be called in.
• FINES - Fines are accumulated at 25 cents per day per book.
Reserve materials are subject to fines of 25 cents per day or 25 cents
per hour, including weekends and holidays.

PARKING SERVICES
PSD (north of Campus Activities Center
on the corner of 5th Avenue and 2nd Street South)
HOURS: 9 a.m. - 10 p.m. Monday- Friday
TELEPHONE: 893-9510
Parking regulations of the University Of South Florida req~ire that all.
students, staff, faculty, tenants and concessionaire personnel dtsplay ~ v.ahd
USF parking tag or decal on their vehicles at all times wh~n parked w1thm ~he
boundaries of the campus. Parking tags/ decals are obtamable at the Parkmg
Services Office.

If you forget to bring your hangtag when using a substitute vehicle, you
need to obtain a free temporary parking permit from the Parking Services
Department before parking your car. To be given a permit you will need to
know your parking tag/decal number and license plate number for the vehicle that
you are driving. Failure to get this permit could result in a $20 citation for
"No Current USF Decal."
It is the registrant's responsibility to purchase the correct type parking

tag and to know when that tag will expire. Remote parking tags/ decals are
not valid for use on the St. Petersburg campus. Hangtags and decals are not
negotiable. Do not sell yours to another member of the campus community if
you have no further need of it. Your name is on the registration, and you will
be liable for any abuse of your hangtag or decal.

MOTORIST ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
USF Parking Services
HOURS: 24 hours a day, 7 days a week
TELEPHONE: 893-9510
Did you try to start your car and found that the battery was dead? Are
. you locked out of your car? Do you have a flat tire?
USF St. Petersburg Department's Motorist Assistance Program will help
you by providing the following services:
• Lock-out assistance
• Jumper cables
• Battery booster service

Failure to adhere to these regulations will result in the issuance of
citations for violations; for example:

• Temporary tire sealant

N o current University Tag or Decal .... $20
No Permit . ............ .... .... .. .. $10
USF students, staff and the faculty may run park in the Visitor's parking
spaces for any reason from 7 a.m. until5:30 p.m. After ~:30 p.m., USF
students, staff and faculty displaying current USF parkmg decals/hangtags
may park in these spaces.
Transferable Hangtags must be hung from the rearview mirror brac~et
so that the entire surface of the hangtag is completely visible to a patrollmg
officer. Should your tag be on the dashboard, floor, seat or glove compartment of your vehicle, or left at home and you are ticketed f.or No Curre~t
USF Decal, a $20 offense, you may bring your tag number m to the Parkmg
Services Office and apply to have the fine lowered to $10.
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• Furnish gas can
Keep this number handy: 893-9510. You never know when you may
need it!

MAILROOM
POR-106
HOURS: 9 a.m. - 12 p .m. and 1 p.m. - 4p.m.
Monday - Friday
TELEPHONE: 893-9145
The mailroom staff will be happy to sell stamps to you and send your
mail and packages via U.S. Mail. They are equipped to process First Class,
Third Class, Book Rate, Certified with Return Receipt and Express Mail.
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Please be sure to phone ahead to make sure there is someone there.
A courier delivers campus mail to each of the other USF campuses on a
daily basis. If you wish to avail yourself of this courier service: dr.op your
unstamped campus mail, properly addressed to ~y one of ~~F s five other
campuses, in the large black mail bin in the Off1ce of Adm1sswns ~nd .
Records (DAV-126), Dean's Office (DAV 134), Library (POY), Marm.e Science
(MSL 119), and CAC before 8:00a.m. Th.is will insure same day dehvery.
Otherwise it will be delivered the followmg work day.

Career Development Center staff in DAV-112, provide a point of contact for
VA students attending USF St. Petersburg. They work closely with Veterans
Services and the Office of the Registrar at USF in Tampa in processing
students VA paperwork. Programs include VA Work-Study Program, VA
Deferments of Fees and Advance Payment Program.

STUDENT HEALTH SERVICES
USF St. Petersburg does not have a student health facility on campus.
I

PROJECT THRUST
DAV-109
HOURS: 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. Monday -Thursday
9 a.m. - 3 p.m. Friday
TELEPHONE: 893-9108
Project Thrust is a University-wide program desi~ed to assist minori~
undergraduate students at the University of South Flonda to complete their
education. This retention program specifically aids those students who have
declared their majors. The major role of the Project Thrust Couns~lor/
Advisor is to provide students with immediate and long-~erm assi~tance
necessary to ensure the successful completion of students academic programs.
Project Thrust provides advising and counseling, tutorial services, study
skills courses and test preparation workshops at no char~e to all st~dents.
Students at the junior and senior levels are ~rovide.d assistance With preparation for graduate school, job placement, assistance m resume development
and interview techniques.

STUDENT HEALTH INSURANCE
Applications for Student Health Insurance may be obtained at various
campus locations including the Recreation Office (COQ-107), Student
Activities and Organizations Office (CAC-124) and the Student Government
Office (CAC-126). For additional information concerning Student Health
Insurance, contact the Student Government office on the Tampa Campus at
974-5407.
FIRST AID ROOMS
The Student Activities and Organizations Office maintains small first
aid rooms in both Davis Hall and in the Campus Activities Center. These
rooms are available should any student (or other member of the campus
community) need a quiet, secluded area for rest due to illness. Access to the
first aid rooms may be obtained by calling the Activities Office at 893-9596.

USF POLICE DEPARTMENT
PSD (north of Campus Activities Center
on the corner of 5th Avenue and 2nd Street South)

TUTORING

I

The Project Thrust Office endeavors to provide free tutoring services to
all USF St. Petersburg students. If you need as~istance wi~h any USF St.
Petersburg course, contact Project Trust. If p~ssible, yo~ Will ~e match.ed.up
with a USF student tutor registered with ProJect Thrusts tutormg service,
failing that, Project Thrust w ill attempt to arrange for ~ tut~r from St.
Petersburg's tutoring service. (This is not always possible ~n some of the
more esoteric courses, but Project Thrust staff members will do whatever
they can to help you.)

VETERANS SERVICES
DAV-112
HOURS: 9 a.m. - 6 p.m. Monday -Thursday
9a.m. - 5 p.m. Friday
TELEPHONE: 893-9545

OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY, SEVEN DAYS A WEEK
EMERGENCY NUMBER: 893-9140 or 9911

SECURITY/EMERGENCY PHONE NUMBERS
EXT 9140 or 9911- University Police Blue Light Emergency Phones
Pick up, press red button
Procedures to Report Criminal Acts or Emergencies on Campus:
Any emergency situation involving a threat to life or property should be
immediately reported to the University Police. The caller should stay on th e
line until the dispatcher terminates the call. Do not hang up! They will
summon police, fire or medical assistance. Follow-u p counseling services or

The Veterans Services staff, w ho share space with the Counseling and
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.,
other trauma assistance will be arranged for the victim as needed.
Crime Prevention Responsibilities/Programs
The UP encourages all students and faculty and staff members to be
involved in campus crime prevention. Information on safety and security
precautions is provided to students, faculty and staff members regularly
through seminars, films, bulletins, crime alert posters, brochures and University staff and student newspapers. In an ongoing effort to facilitate this
process, university police officers provide crime prevention programs each
semester on the following topics:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Date/ Acquaintance Rape Programs for Men and Women
Personal Safety - Reducing your Risks
Drinking and Driving - DUI Information
Burglary and Theft Prevention
Violence in the Workplace
Operation I. D. -Engraving
USF Police Department- Who We Are and What We Do
Bike Engraving and Theft Prevention
Cash Handling and Robbery Precautions

UP are available and capable of providing for any additional crime
prevention programming need that may be required to address an ongoing
problem or need.

repo~ts of auto theft or robb~ry during the past year. Be aware of your
surroundzn~s.

Pro!ect your belongmgs. Do not hesitate to call the campus police
department tmmedtately should you have a problem while on campus.
University Police Officers are State law enforcement officers and they
are here to serve the campus community as well as to protect it. The USF
Police Department provides a full range of public safety services to the
community 24 hours a day, seven days a week on the Tampa, Sarasota and
St. Petersbu~g campuses. All. Univ~r~ity police officers are certified by the
state of Flonda after completmg m1mmum standards training from the local
Regional Police Training Academy.
Services provided by the UP include car patrol, foot patrol, criminal
investigation of all misdemeanors and felonies, traffic enforcement, accident
investigation, special events management and crime prevention programs.
The UP has an excellent working relationship with all local law enforcement
agencies, which assures the delivery of professional police services. The
Florida.Departmen.t of Law Enforcement and other state and federal agencies
are available to assist you upon request. Communication and coordination
with all area law enforcement agencies is maintained on a 24-hour basis via
computer networks such as the Florida Crime Information Center and the
National Crime Information Center, as well as the Pinellas County Criminal
Justice Information System.
Security of Campus Facilities:

The USF Police Department, St. Petersburg campus, handles all emergency, criminal and police service calls on campus. The USFPD at St. Petersburg is comprised of a uniform patrol division and crime prevention section
that offers a wide range of services to the campus community. Special event
security, crime prevention programs, literature on personal safety, physical
security surveys and more are at your disposal through this office.

All criminal activity, suspicious persons, personal injuries, vehicular accidents
or public hazards should be reported to the university police immediately. We need
your help to keep our campus safe and free from crime.
An Escort Service is provided by the University Police. Take advantage
of this free service should you become uncomfortable while on campus.
Additionally, there are outside emergency phones on campus that are
designated by blue lights. These yellow phone boxes need only to be opened and
the red button pushed for immediate police dialing. Indicate the number on the
phone for your location, and state your problem. A USF police officer will respond.
Although the crime rate (burglaries, thefts and crimes against persons) in
the area adjacent to the St. Petersburg campus is high in comparison to other
areas of the city, the St. Petersburg campus is relatively crime free. However,
in the past year alone USF police have been called to investigate offenses
ranging from petty theft - 18 incidents, (primarily wallets, books, personal
property, and bicycles), grand theft- 7 incidents, criminal mischief- 4
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USF is a public institution open to the public during the day and evening
hours when classes are in session. During the times that the University is
officially closed, the buildings are generally locked and only faculty, staff
and students with proper identification are admitted. UP provide regular
patrol of buildings and parking lots. Individuals w ho interfere with the
orderly functioning of University business may be directed to leave the
campus grounds and subject to arrest.
. The Physical Plant Division maintains University buildings and grounds
with a ~oncern for the safety and security of all persons and property.
Inspections are made regularly and repairs are promptly made to ensure that
appropriate safety and security measures are maintained. The UP assists
Physical Plant personnel by reporting potential safety and security hazards
which include conducting campus lighting surveys and reporting outages.
Students, faculty and staff are also encouraged to call Physical Plant to report
any safety or security hazards.
A representative of the UP is involved in the review of architectural
plans for new facilities or major renovations to existing buildings. Specific
recommendations are made to enhance the security of all facilities before
contractors begin working. The UP also conducts physical security surveys
of campus facilities that may be vulnerable to criminal intrusion. Specific
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incidents, burglary - 3 incidents, and auto burglary - 2 incidents. We had no
recommendations are made regarding security hardware, alarms or
procedures that will serve to reduce the opportunities for crimes to occur in
or around campus buildings.

ST. PETERSBURG CAMPUS LOCATION/FREQUENCY

1992

1993

1994

Homicide

0

0

0

Sexual Battery

0

0

0

Robbery

1

0

0

Aggravated Assault

0

1

0

Burglary

3

3

0

Larceny (Petit and Grand)

24

25

33

Motor Vehicle Theft

3

2

2

Offense Type
(Includes attempts)

The Victims' Advocacy Service is available to assist all USF students or
employees who are victims of actual or threatened violence including, but
not limited to battery (date rape, acquaintance rape, stranger rape) and
attempted sexual battery. Police reports are encouraged; however, reports
are not required for information and referral assistance.
SERVICES
The USF St. Petersburg Victims' Advocates will assist by providing
information, support and guidance in the following ways:
1. Crisis intervention
2. Referral to community-based victim assistance programs
3. Help in resolving academic problems resulting from
victimization
4. Assistance during the campus judicial process
5. Referral for counseling, medical, legal or social service
assistance

IMPORTANT NUMBERS
NUMBER OF ARRESTS-SELECT OFFENSES
Liquor Law Violation

0

0

0

DUI

0

0

0

Drug Abuse Violation
(Sales and Possession)

0

1

1

Weapons Possession

0

0

0

2

1

2

Simple

0

2

0

Aggravated

1

0

0

Theft
ASSAULT

City of St. Petersburg Police Emergency ............ .

911

USF Police St. Petersburg Campus ....................... .
USF St. Petersburg Victims' Advocacy Service ... .
Location: 115 Davis Hall

893-9140
893-9129

Advocates:
Valerie Prosser, Activities and Recreation .......... .
Diane McKinstry, Counseling Center .................. .
Amy Hopkins, Counseling Center ...................... .
Joy Clingman, Psychology ................................... .

Tim Grimm, Activities and Recreation ................ .

893-9599
893-9129
893-9129
893-9558
or 9156
893-9556
or 9156
893-9562

USF Tampa Victims' Advocacy Service ................ .

974-5757

Harry Schaleman, Geography ............................... .

Rape Crisis (S.A.F.E.Center) ....... 530-7233 (days)
531-4664 (nights/weekends)
Crisis Intervention/Emergency Mental Health .....
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791-3131

....
USF'S DRUG-FREE SCHOOLS AND
COMMUNITIES PROGRAM
USF is committed to providing an orderly and safe environment for all
students, faculty and staff. To this end, the University advises all community members that it is unlawful to manufacture, distribute, dispense,
possess and/ or use illegal drugs on its premises. Any violation may be
cause for disciplinary action and referral for prosecution. (Please refer to
USF: A Drug-Free Workplace and the University of South Florida Student Hand-

book.)
The use of alcoholic beverages by members of the University community
is at all times subject to the alcoholic beverage laws of the state of Florida and
USF Alcohol Policy and Guidelines. Specifically, it is unlawful for any
person to sell, give, serve or permit to be served alcoholic beverages to a
person under 21 years of age or to consume said beverages on licensed
premises. It is also unlawful for any person to misrepresent or misstate his
or her age or the age of any other person for the purpose of inducing any
license or his agents or employees to sell, give, serve or deliver any alcoholic
beverage to a person under 21 years of age. A violation of the preceding may
be cause for disciplinary action and referral for prosecution.

Drug and Alcohol Counseling
Programs are available to assist students and employees who may be in
need of drug or alcohol counseling and treatment or rehabilitation programs.
The Counseling Center receives referrals from Student Affairs administration, University Police and self referrals from individuals for alcohol and
drug-related problems (see page 48).

Weapons
Florida State Statute 790.06 (12) forbids the carrying of firearms on a
university campus. Firearms are not allowed in USF facilities.
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Coquina Hall - Second Floor

STAIRS

102
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Davis Memorial Hall - First Floor

Coquina Hall - First Floor
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